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INTRODUCTORY COMMENT.

A general conference on world problems of health conservation was
called by the League of Red Cross Societies Committee at Cannes,
France, April, 1919. Delegates from five nations-England, France,
Italy, Japan, United States-were present. The conference agreed
that the combating of the venereal diseases was one of the great
outstanding problems of the present century. The holding of re-
gional conferences in various parts of the world to further the
organization of practical programs for carrying out approved meas-
ures was recommended.
The All-America Conference was the first of these regional confer-

ences and was limited to the venereal diseases as the most urgent of
the disease-prevention campaigns to be promoted by this method.
After due consideration, it was deemed best to preserve the unoffi-

cial character of such conferences, but at the same time to secure
official recognition. This Conference was, therefore, called under the
joint auspices of the United States Interdepartmental Social Hygiene
Board, the United States Public Health Service, the American Social
Hygiene Association, and the American Red Cross, with the coopera-
tion of equivalent Federal and volunteer agencies in other countries
of the Americas. Official recognition of the importance and timeli-
ness of the Conference was secured through the exchange of diplo-
matic notes between the respective governments of the participating
countries regarding the organization and purposes of the Conference.
The primary-purpose of the Conference was to review past efforts

in, this field and to make a pronouncement regarding.the lines along
wbich future activities should be directed. It is expected that the
procpdings nmd the follow-up use which will be made of the findings
will s ulate concerted action among the nations participating.
Particularly it is expected that within each nation the several States
or divisions of Government will unite upon a common program of
action.
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The expenses of the Conference were met by appropationa or fund8
chiefiy from the Amencan Red- Cross and from the Amer Social
Hygiene Association, the former being the national volunteer organmi-
sation representing general public intt and participation in health
conservation activities, the latter being the national volunteer agenc
which includes among its activities the specific campaign against the
venereal diseases.
The Conference membership .comprised 3,000 persons of promn.

nence representing every public and social interest and every section
of the Americas. Of this number, 450 attended the Washington
meetings as delegates and 136 were drafted to serve on the General
Conference Committee and its sections. The Conference functioned
largely through preiminary section discussion of questionp submitted
in advance by the members, and the reporting of recommendations
from the General Conference Committee to the delegates for consid-
eration and adoption of resolutions. There were 12 se'ctions as
follows:

1. Medical research and laborator questions.
2. Diagnosis and treatment of syphilis.
3 and 4. Gonorrhea in the male and female.
5. Public health-and administrative questions.
6. Clinic and hospital questions.
7. Statistics.
8. Public information and education.
9. Law enforcement measures.
10. Protective social measures.
11. Psychological and psychiatric questions.
12. Social service.
Each section was provided with a secretariat drawn from the

personnel of the four agencies under whose auspices the Conerence
was held. All recommendations from subcommittees were considered
by the General Conference Committee, and the latter's findingsw
reviewed and correlated by a Reference Resolutions Committee for
submission to the delegates.
Tle resolutions finally adopted are included in this part of the

report. It has been deemed advisable to include from the minutes
and records of the Conference certain comments which e4lain or
illustrate the views governing the delegates in their adoption of the
resolution. For ready reference, at the end of Bach section'is given th[e
name of the subcommittee primarily concerned in the forirulation'of
the recommendations of 'the section, but a full list of the Genertl 06e.
ference Comttee is given at the end of this report
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July 13, 192L

RESOLUTONS OF THE GENEAL. CONFERENCE COMMITEE
BECTION 1.

--EDICAL REER AND L&ORATORY QUONS

To Section 1 were submitted questions relating to the establish-
ment of immunity to gonorrhea and syphilis; questions relating to the
administrative control of the manufacture and sale of arsenicals and
other remedies for the treatment of syphilis; the value of complement
fixation tests in doubtful cases of gonorrhea; the standardization of
the Wassermann test; a question dealing with the medical aspects of
venereal prcphylaxis; and, fially, a question dealing with laboratory
reports on smears in suspected cases of gonorrhea.
The question relating to the establishment of immunity to gonor-

rhea and syphilis is, nitturally a most important one, since it is inti-
mately related to the -feasibility of controlling the venereal diseases
by artificial imm alion. The following conclusions of this section
are, therefore, of special interest:

It is resolved with reference to gonorrhea, that there is no evidence
of the establishment of an immunity to the disease beyond that of a
more or less ora areTative immunity in the case of existing indi-
vidual infections. Such a temporary relative immunity may be lost,
either as the result of disturbed relations between the infecting organ-
ism and the host or through the introduction of a new gonorrlieal
infection.
The resolution with respect to immunity to syphilis will undoubt-

edly come as -a surprise to those who have been unable to follow the
results of the most recent scientific investigations in this field. The
belief is certainly still widely held that immunity to syphilis is some-
what analogous to that produced by an attack of smallpox or that
of a successful vacrination. This view, however, appears to be erro-
neous, for, on the basis of a mass of recntly accumulated medical
facts,- the result of careful laboratory investigations, the section
resolved, that-

There i3 no evidence of absolute and permanent immunity to syph-
ilis unless it be due to an existent infection. There is evidence to
show that infection may exist without obvious manifestations of
disease. The immunty ensuing in such an infection may extend even
to the degree of a coxmensal or symbiotic adaptation.
The section Iurtherresolved -that the following additional consid-

aratiops apply with respect to immunity. in syphilis:
(a) Reiance to growth and multiplication -of the infecting

;'esj"stance to, pathogenic effects of the organism.
In general' the lsttertye of munity a pear to be more pro-

nouniced than the former, in consequence of-which individuals may
continue to harbor the organsm of syphilis while possessing a more or
Iisa effective resitAnce -t their p thogemc effects.
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In view of the surpassing importance of syphiis as a public h-ealth
problem, it is generally recognized that some form of effective gov-
ernmental control should be provided- whereby the potency and safety
of the arsenicals and other remedies used for the treatment of syphilis
will be assured. In dealing with this phase of the problem,fthe setion
resolved that-d
Methods of biological standardization of drugs must be based upon

proved properties of biologic action (pharmaologc, toxicologic, path-
o1 ic, tjierapeutic).

Further, before an entirely satisfactory method of standardization
of arsenicals and other potent remedies used in the treatment of
syphilis can be devised; a fiorough kowledge of the biologie behavior
of such drugs is absolutly essential.
In s far as this applies tosubtc of the asphenamine group,

it is rcogmaed that existing knowledge icomp=aratve l limited, and
further information concernng theirbiologno'propertes i essential
before any material alteration of present methods of stad&rdization
can be advised.
Ile value of the complement fixation test in doubtful cases of

.gonorrhea was dismissed by the section in the following brief
resolution:

Resoited, That tfie complement fixation test has rot yet been shown
to be of value in' the diagnosis of doubtful cases of gonorrhea.3
In this connection, it may be stated that several of the members

-of the conference committee were inclined; to regard the complement
fiation tesIt as of sme value in the diagnosis of beure jointinfet -
'tons, but even this view subsequently gave place to that expresed by
the resolution adopted.
-The discordant results occasally encountered in the reports of

-Wasermann tests- in different laburatories have repeatedly led to the
suggestion that the method of makingWarmann tests be standard-
ized. The dsirability of such'standnrdization was disceussed by the
section of medical research and laboratory questiohns, whi6h embodied
its opinion n the following resolution:

Until there is a clearer understanding of the siance of -the
Wassermann reaction, standrdizaion or diagnosticIad prognostic
purposes is not desirable. However, the comnC ttee reco s th
importance of the adoption of uniform methods within an active
oranization or for purposes of comparatiV investigation.
No problem relating to the, cntiol of venereal diases has pro

yrloked -more discussion than the pr6di ono trmd "med-
ical prophylaxis." Before reproducing the resolution n this subect
finally adopted by the A-m Coaerence, tJe reader may, per-
haps, be interete im eeng how the quest of prophyluxis,;ws

2 Tbs statenliit waS p db SeWtps an4 flwu "it hsibae,t ft
procipitin test reetly a by ruitf may b ettia
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viwedl by- some of -the medical and other scientific members of the
General Conference Committee. The following is the text of a reso-
lution adopted originally by Section 2, the section which dealt with
the diagnosis and treatment of syphilis:

It i8 resolved, That (a) the prevention of contact between infected
and uninfected individuals is the first principle of prophylaxis. (b)
If exposure does happen, the following methods of prophylais are
.recognzd:

l. The most efficient medical measure probably is the use of a
mechanical device that prevents actual contact. Prophylaxis by the
use of cleansing and chemical ag nts before or after intercourse, when
early and properly applied, has een demonstrated to have value. It
is certainly, however, not a measure that is entirely effective, and its
promiscuous application by the individual is open to abuse and may
foster the spread of venereal diseases rather than reduce them. For
this reason, the sale and use of prophylactic packages has no place
in a veneral disease program.

2. Prophylactic admimnstration of arsphenamine immediately after
a known exposure to syphilis deserves consideration, but at this time
iio explicit statement m regard to its efficiency can be made.

This resolution was agreed to also by Section 1 (medical research
and laboratory group), but with a reservation as follows;

Resolved, That the question of "prophylaxis" in all of its aspects
does not fall within the scope of this section, but the section approves
in general all the conclusions reached by Section 2 with reference to
this question. On account of the broader biologic aspects, and be-
causeo, the importance to the race, prophylaxis is not to be advised
for general use. We recognize, however, the general importance,
even necessity, of prophylaxis under certain exceptional conditions.
The reservations implied in these resolutions were subject to fur-

ther debate by prominent proponents for greater recognition of
prophylaxis and, on the other hand, by advocates of still greater
limitations upon the use of such measures. On the one extreme
were those who insisted on the -great value of medical prophylaxis
as practiced in the Army and Navy, and who saw in this resolution a
condemnation of present practices. On the other extreme were
those who saw in the indorsement of any form of medical prophy-
ais an incitement to promiscuity, through an implied insurance
against infection and tolerance of acts leading to exposure. The
value of properly applied medical propliylaxis in the prevention of
infection was. generally conceded by both sides. The compromise
finally adopted by the All-America Conference on Venereal Diseases
was as follows:

Resolved, That, tle use of medical prophylaxis has a place of dem-
onstrated value in the Army and Navy, and that it shonld be furnished
dteru our, by physicians, clinics, and hospitals, to persons seek-

.iujt, but that oua moral and practical grounds it should not be
a47jvptrsodor publicly f6ui8hedfor civilian communities. The public
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advertisement and sa f Al prophylactic pckets-ishan-
deinned.
The at question subitted to the medical rearch and Labortwy

section was presented in the form of -question submitted to the sec-
tion by Sections 3 and 4, as follows:
Can a more satisfactory laboratory report be rendaed the phyi-

cian than under the present method of reporting that the germ
"morphologically resembles" or "has the characteristic sninig
qualities oft" the gonocoocus I
The section replied to this question in the form of the following

resolation:
Rsolved, When smears only are sent to laboratories for examina-

tion, pronouncement can be made onlyon the content of such smears
When Gram-positive and mm-negative orgaDisms bave been added
to th6e smer by the technician for control purposes, 'the laboratory
report might state justifiably, "This pecimen shows dipioeo
morphologically and tinctorially gonoccuslike-or does t.'
A negative result must not be taken to indicate that gonorrhea

does not exist.-
Before concluding its sessions, Section 1 discussed the need of

vastly greatwer scientific research with respect to many fundamental
problems presented by t6ie venereal diseases, and presented this in
the form of the following resolution, which subsequently was uani-
mously adopted by the All-America nference:

Resolwxl, Whereas it is generally recogniped that ay effective
program fo the control anl suppression of venereal disases must
rest upon an adequate scientific owledge and understandingof these
diseases; and as such existing scientific knowledge ad understandin
is so limited as to constitute a serious handicap to the meting and
dealing with the problems of these diseases, ths oommit belioes
that there is an urgent necessity for the promotion and fring of
researches and investigations of the fundamental problems prepented
by the venereal diseases, in addition to those problms of more
immediate practical bearng.
We therefore urge that this conference lend its support to ths

greater encouragement of pure scienitific researh along these lines.
MUembers ofGeneral Co,nfermcne Committee auipec to Section 1.

Dr. George W. McCoy, chaian. Capt. A. F. BWWat.
Dr. A. S. Warthin, vice Dri. Dr. Wade H. Brown.
Dr. Walter F. Cobb, secretary. Dr. John A. Amyot.
Dr. Olympio Oliviera Ribeiroda Foncd. Dr. M.P.Vavezel.
Dr. Tone G. P&nd u. 1o-6 5 SAlua.

SECTION 2.
IMMWOS A"D IVOSFW

To this section were subnitted quetions relating to e p
nf the. Wasernan test and to oth d gnic d;

tisusreing to the ele valu ofi
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tions, other arsenicaLs, and nonarsenicals; questions relating to the
advisability of standardizing the Wassermann test; the advisability
of standardizing the treatment of syphilis; the criteria for pro.
nouncig a patient as cured of syphilis. As a result of discussions in
other sections, Sectio-n 2 was also asked to express an opinion as to
the more precise limitations of the term "persons reasonably sus-
pected of having gonorrhea, syphilis, or chancroid," as used in
many of the sanitary codes.
The section dealt with the diagnostic tests in syphilis by taking up

first the demonstration of Treponema pallidum in the various lesions
of syphilis. The following resolutions cover this phase of the subject.
-Resolved, That-
(a) The demonstration of the Treponema paUidum by a trained

observer is all important in the diagmosis of the initial lesion of
syphilis. it may be of importance in the diagnosis of early secondary
syphilis and of mucous recurrences. It is of no practical importance
in the diagnosis of gummata and late syphilis.

(b) In chancre and in the superficial lesions of secondary shs
the diagnosis is made by the demonstration of the organism i the
secretions of the lesions. In the lesions of late syphilis the demon-
stration must be made by an examination of tissue. Methods are
also being developed for diagnosis from the tissues in early syphilis

(c) The proper facilities for the diagnosis of early s pnis must
include, in addition to the Wassermann test, a dark-field microscope
and facilities for smear and tissue examinations.

(d) Failure to demonstrate the Treponema pallidum in genital and
extragenital chancres presenti the clinical characteristics should
be interpreted with reservation.

(e) The findings in lesions within or about the mouth must be
accepted with great caution inasmuch as confusion with nonspecific
mouth Spirochaeta is easily possible. In such cases the procedure of
aspirating the bases of lesions and adjacent lymph nodes to obtain
material for the demonstration of the Treponema pallidum must be
considered as of value.

(f Facilities for dark-field examiations ought to be available in
every community.
The relative simplicity of diagnosis by means of laboratory tests.

undoubtedly tends to foster an undue reliance on such tests in the
making of diagnoses. In the case of the Wassermann reaction this
may lead to disastrous results. The section, therefore, took pains
to formulate precisely the significance of the results of the Wasser-
mann test im the following resolutions:

Resolvde, That a frank reliable positive blood Wassermann reaction
may be assumed to be evidence of the existence of syphilis under the
following provisions and limitations:

(v) In the absence of all other evidence of syphilis, a diagnosis
based upon a positive Wassermann reaction alone should be made
with- grat caution.

(b) In the absence of jwll other evidence of syphilis, a positive
blood Wassermann result'sihould be repeated several times by the
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oial bwverudere eand at the time by sevral differentobsev.
ers, if b . If pobl, the presence of other conditions which
it cause a posive.Wassernann shoud be excluded.

c The postive blood Wasermann test should also be pple-
mented by a ver1 careful search for other evidence of syphlis, incld
mng clinical, sero ogic, and patologic, and ther examntions.

( The presence of a positive blood Wassemann test does not
n ssarily exclude other diseses as explnations of the symptom
complex presented by the patient.

(e) Weak or partial positive Wassermann reaction cannot be
accepted as diagnostic sgns of syphilts, but may waxrant further
mvestigation of the case in quetion. A weak, positive blood Waser-
man reaction in children is no more significant than n adults.

Resolved, That the ne ative Wassermann reaction should be inter-
prted in temsof the oowing limitations and conditions:

(a) In the differential diais of syphilis, a negative bloocl
Wssermann test can not be regarded as evidence of the absence of
the disease.

(b) In the early primary stage of syphilis the blood Wasermann
test Is expected to e negative.

(c) In the ative sendary stage, a repeated neative blood
Wasserman test is a rare occrence and shi<ld be aocepted only
after a ve careful e ination of the case.

(a In1a0l the forms of late 9 hi ia n thos which
have been treae and in women mwhmay be other-
wise ptoms, it is not n mo to meet wit a negative
Wassermann reaction, and too much importance should not be
attadhed; to such a findig n suspected cases.

(e) For pposes of diagno, attention shoulld be drawn to the
importance of recognizingDy repeated tests the trnsition from the
negative to thepositive blood W mann primy stages of the

Closely rel t receding s the employment of the so-led
otine Wsrmann test," concering which there is still consider-

able misapprehension. In this connection it may be recalled that
here and there the routine W nn test has been employed by
health officers in the examination of food handlers. (See also pae
1001o.) The final paragraph of the following resolution constitutes
an answer to the question: "Should a routine Wassermann test be
part of every medical examination of expectant mothers? In pri.
vate practice? In maternity clinic sernvie?"
Rese4, :lThat with reference to the so-called routine Wasserman

test, the following considerations apply:
(a) A routine Wassermann test should not be relied upon as the

sole me o identifying syphilis in any group Of persons under con-
sideration, but should be employed merely as part of.a general em's
ination.

(b) A routine Wsermann test should not be used in such a way
as to create the impression that a person with a positive blood Was.
sermann reaction is infectious or that one with a negative blood Wia.
sermain reaction is not infectious. It is more important ao pesiz.
the taking of the Wass'rmn test m eary adtli, wen it s y

Wm-Ain
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to be sgnificant, tan to indiscrinatdy make it on the basis of
oocupation.

(e) In -any occupation which demands a general examination for
the protection of the worker or in which complications due. to syphilis
following injury are likely to arise or in which the safety of the public
is involved a routine Wassermann test should be a part of the pro-
cedure.
L(d) A blood Wassermann test, subject to the interpretations given

above, should be a part of a medical examination given expectant
mothers. No distinction should be made between patients in private
practice and in maternity clinics.

Theme has also been a tendency to base the commitment of certai
persons to prison hospitals on the results of the Wasserniann test.
nasmuch as such conmsitment is generally undertaken on the theory
that the action is necessary in order to prevent the spread of infec-
tion, it is'obvius that a positive Wassermann reaction is then regarded
asevidence-of infectivity. Thesecti dealtwith this matterasfollows:
Reswld, That with reference to the application of the Wasser-

manTn test to the coitment of persons to a prion hospital or de-
tention home, the following considerations apply:

(a) No one should be committed to a prson hospital on the evi;-
4en of a single pitiva Wser n t s, mu as it is not evi-
dence that the patient is a source of infection.

(b) The finding of a single positive blood Wassermann test should
be supplemented by a complete examination with special refer-
ence to -ther sgs and symptoms of syphilis. The demonstration
of active syphilis by such a procedure may require continued observa-
tion, and a per authority should be empowered to detain such a
person for t'At purpose. ny evideiee of-syphilitic infection of less
than two years duration should be sufficient for detention pend
eamintin of a prostitute. In the exceptional case, the time limit
can not be regarded as arbitrarilv fixed. It will beapparent that the
stndard of commitment is not the positit outcome of a Wassermann
reacton but the presence of active syphilis.

.But -not only in these diagnostic phases is the Wassermann test
ofte misapplied and misinterpreted. An equally common muse of
the test is in connection with the treatment of syphilis, and especially
as an evidence of "cure." The following pronouncement of this sec-
tion may therefore be of interest:
Rese1, That wlth reference to the use of the Wassermann re-

action as a guide to the treatment of syphilis, the following considera-

(a) A'; e Wassermann is a symptom of syphilis under the
uiiditons mentioned above, and its disappearance should have the
mine weight as the disa pearae of another symptom of the disease.
() The pecuiar va of blood Wasserman reaction in the

t et oXfaypi hlies in the fact that it may be elicited when other
a recurad tbc oit may indicate re of X

whenit, o.ther 8vmptos are absent.
n(c)he blood WMemann Teaction should not be used as a sole

guhh Xe the durtfion of a syphliftic infftion. The blood W&ser-
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mann reaction should not be used as sole evidence of the effective-
ness of a particular drug or method of treatment.

(d) The blood Wassermann reaction should not be used as sole
evidence of "'cure," no matter how many times repeated.

In this connection the reader's attention is called also to the sta"t
ment regarding evidence of cure, as given on page 1602.
Prompted by the section's pronouncement with respect to the rou-

tine Wassermann test as applied, for example, to food handlers, the
section was asked: "Has the very general legislation regarding food
handlers (infected with venereal diseases) been justified by the known
facts relating to the extragenital tran ion of venereal disease ?"
To this the section replied as follows:
The section recognizes the basic principle of examination of

individuals engaged in occupations where there is danger of trans-
mnision of venereal disease because of the nature of the occupation.
The removal of such an indindual from his occupation on account of
the presence of a communicable disease, including venerqal disease,
should be determined by considerations based upon definite danger of
transmission to others, due to the natxre of the occupation and the
state and stage of the disease.
The same subject was touched upon m a series of pronouncements

dealing with the problem of syphilis in professional, business, and in-
dustrial life, as follows:

Resolved, That the relation of the syphilitic to his work and his
fitness for it is determined by-

(a) The possibility of his transmitting the infection through the
bringing of others into contact with unsterilized moist material from
infective lesions.

(b) By the effect of syphilis upon the individual's efficiency and
tristworthiness as a cooperative, industrial unit, through its action
in damaging his vital structures such as the heart and nervous system.

(c) By the effect of syphilis in lowering resistance and promotink
complications to strain and injury icident to his occupation.

In any case wliere the individual presents infective lesions whose
secretions may be transmitted unsterilized to others through direct
or indirect contacts, the persons presenting such lesions should be
demned the continuance of anl occupation endangering others until
treatment and observation s have shown him to be free from
infective lesions.

In interpretig the term "unsterilized" due regard must be had
for the known characteristics of the organ of syp .

In the above case and in any case where the risks of the occupa-
tion ma induce complications due to syphilis, or fellow wQrkers and
the public be endangered by lowered idvidual efficiency induced by
the disease, periodic effective general medical exanation is rewom-
mended. Te items of such an examination should be ara by
consultation between the syhilologic expert and the industril pihy
sician or public health official for the particular industry concerned.
Taking up next the treatment of syphilis and nweing speciiCallt

the question as to the relative value of arsphenane, -prep"-
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lions, other arsenicals, and nonarsenicals, -the section offered the
following resolutions:

Resolved, with respect to the treatment of syphilis, as follows:
That-

(a) The value of mercury in the treatment of syphilis is estab-
lished, and its combined use with the arsphenamines constitutes the
best modern practice.

(b) The iodides remain a useful adjunct in the treatment of certain
phases of syphilis.

(c) The relative value of arsphenamine and neo-arsphena.mine is
not determined with sufficient exp&icitness to warrant a statement at
the present time. The value of both preparations is acceptable.

(d) The value of arsenicals other than the arsphenanine group
is relatively so much less than that of the arsphenamines that they
are not worthy of general'use in the treatment of syphilis.

(e) Other methds of treatment than those ivolving t use of
the nes, mercur and the iodides are of subidiay impor-
tance and c:an not b relie upon ashing therapeutic value.
(fSuch mrethod in the treatment of syp must be considered

as beig in the experimental stage.
The suggestion has repeatedly been made that the treatment of

syphilis be standardized. This, however, was emphatically rejected
by the section. The formulation of minimum requirements, how-
ever, was deemed to be justified. Following is the text of the
resolution adopted:

Resolved, That with our present knowledge of the various factors
involved in the treatment of syphilis, standardization of procedure is
not possible. On the other hand, we believe that opinion is suffi-
dently united upon minimum requirements to justify their formu-
latin as a practical guide. The following considerations deserve
special emphasis:

(a) In treating syphilis we are treating an individual as well as a
disease.

(b). The time which has elapsed since the inauguration of modern
methods of treatment and our knowledge of the pathology and the
pathologic physiology of the disease are insuficient for final con-
clusios.o

It is furiker reso1ed That the outline of the method of treatment
now detailed in the ianual -of Treatment of Venereal Diseases (the
"Red Book." of the United States Public Health Service), published
by the Amean Medical Ampeiation, be.-continued as a guide to

nmum req ents of treatment until supplanted by some-
hing. better.
The section emphasized the treatment of the infectious lesions as
ogreat im rtance to the contrvI of the spread of syphilis, and

**inted out fiit control of infectiousness. demands attention to the
£oawing moure:

(a) Ery,- enertiC prolongeA systematic, and intelligent treat-
sMt with phenamne and mercur.

(F) Vai*~fu1 early mistruction of the patient in the hygiene of the
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(c) Greater attention on the part of the medical profession to
the recogntion and treatment of patients showing a tendency to the
relapse of infectious lesions.

This was supplemented by the statement that:
At the present time the- points of disagreement among experts

with reference to the infectiousness of syphilis are so numerous that
it is not possible to formulate a standard that will be generally
accepted. It is the sense of the All-America Conference that this
field of investigation deserves intensive study.
The section urged the great importanee of ensuing adequate treat-

ment for syphilis, referring especially -to the tendency on the part of
patients to discontinue treatment when manifest signs and symptoms
of the disease have disappeared. It was resolved that:
There is great need for the fol up of cases of syphilis and a

system of Follow up should be provided for in their management.
he e of such a system is to enable the physician to detect

sig and symptoms of recurrence of the disease and to provide for
continuation of treatment.
In this connection the reader is referred also to the resolutions

adopted by Section 5 dealing with those who discontinue treatment
while still in the infectious stage (page 1608), and to the physician's
duty with respect to such cases (page 1610), and to the system of
social-service folow-up (see page 1631).

Since the object of treatment in syphilis is n'ot only to control the
infectious lesions, but also, if possible, to effect a cure of the ihfection,
the question naturally arises, What constitutes a "cure"? So far as
the employment of the blood Wasermann test for this puirpose is
concerned, the matter has already been dealt with in the resolution on
page 1599. It is now well known that the blood Wassermann reaction
may be negative while the reaction of the spinal fluid may still be
strongly positive. The section dealt with the evidence of " cure" in
the following resolutions:

Resolved, That inasmuch as the researches of recent years have
demonstrated that the cerebrospinal fliiid may preent evdence of the
presence of syphilis in the absence as well as the presene of other
laboratory and clinical sig of the disease, that the complete ex-
ination of the spinal fluid should be empl6yed in the diagnosis and
treatment of sphilis in the determiMation of presumptive cure and
in the reexamination of patients under observation. It should be
used at such times and in such a manner as competent medical judg-
ment M the individual case ma direct.
That the problems presented by the diagnosis and treatment of

syphilis are so complex, and the medical decisions at critical moments
in its course are so momentous for the individual and society that
persons who have the disease and ornizations charged witi.the
medical management of syphii tics shoild be under the supervision of
experts. We recommen that as soon as possible representa- iv0 of
the private physicians and public agencies carying on this work
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meet to determine as far as possible the training, qualifications, and
status of the syphilologic expert.
That with our present knowledge of the disease and its treat-

ment, no generally accepted rule for the determination or attainment
of the cure of sBPhilis can be formulated which shall have practical
applicability. Tis statement must not be interpreted as denying the
possibilityi the individual case of reducing the disease, by properly
combd observation and treatment, to a condition of arrest or
latency in which neither the indivdual nor society at large suffers
further ill effects from its presence. The statements made with re-
spect to the prevention of ifectivity have equal weight in the effort
to achieve the goal of cure.
What has just been said regarding evidences of cure is of immediate

applicability to the question so frequently asked by the syphilitic,
"When may I safely marry I" FoRowing are the section's conclusions
on this point:

Resolved, That with reference to the eligibility for marriage of the
indivdual who has or has had syphilis the following medical consider-
ations apply:

1. The eigibility for marriage of the person who has or has had
syphilis depends in the mam upon the possibility of his transmitting
te disease.

2. The impossibility of absolutely determining by arbitrary rule
the limits of infectivity in all cases as been admitted.

3. The problem may be more difficult of solution in women than
in men, owing to the paucity of clinical and laboratory evidence of
the disease in the former.

4. The clinical eperience of many years has justified, as reason-
ably safe, the followig fundamental reqiirements:

(a) Three years of effective treatment.
(b) TWo additional years of freedom from all signs and symptoms

of the disease, under medical observation.
5. It is reognized that special types of cases may call for special

interpretation, which, however, in all cases should be founded on
the basic principles of effective treatment and prolonged painstaking
observation for signs of recurrent or active sp .

6. In view of the inevitable element of uncertainty, however small,
the prospective marital partner of a person who has or has had syph-
ilis should be infored before marage of the status of the case.

7. Medical examination to establish the presence or absence of
syphilis before marriage should include not merely a blood Wasser-
mann test but an examination, clinical and serologic, of the entire
body. If evidence of a previous or probable syphilitic infection
presents, such examination should be especially searching, may in-
elude a period of observation, and should be interpreted by an expert.

Members ofGenerd Conferew Commite asigne to SectionS.
Dr. John H. 'Stokes, cran. Dr. H. H. Hazen.
Dr. Grover W. Wende, vice chairman. Dr. Gayetano Mas.
IDr. William S. Edler, sretay. Dr. W. A. Puey.
Dr. ain p. Eugman. Dr. Hary 0. Solomon.
!'Or. JomA. Porycs. Dr. HmerF. Swift.

Dr. Angel Brios VammnauA
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-SECTIONS 3 AND 4.

GONORRHEA IN THE MALE AND FEMAIX.

Originally it was deemed wise to consider gonorrhea in two sec-
tions-one devoted to gonorrhea in the male, the other to gonorrhea
in the female. It was thought that the latter group might well
consider such problems as vulvovaginitis in infants, and-that the
referees dealing with such a question would probably be but little
interested in discussion of gonorrhea in the male. When the respeco.
tive sections began to consider the problem presented to them,
however, they unanimously decided it would be preferable to join
and meet as one sectioxr, taking up the subject of gonorrhea as a
whole.
The combined Sections 3 and 4 thereupon considered questions

relating to effective methods for treating gonorrhea, questions as to
criteria which might be used in determining whether and when a
case of gonorrhea is "cured," and the very troublesome vulvovagir
nitis in infats and young children. In addition to this, attention
was given to the diagnosis of gonorrhea.
Taking up, first, the last-mentioned item, it may be pointed out

that this naturally involves both clinical and laboratory procedures.
The section accordingly resolved that-
With our present knowledge the diagnosis of gonorrhea must rest

upon the acumen and skill of the physician in weighing the clinic and
laboratory evidence. The use o th microscope by the clinician at
the time of treatment may be supplemented by the laboratory expert.
So far as laboratory diaknosis is concerned, both bacteriological

and serological methods come under consideration. This phase of
the subject was accordingly referred to Section 1, which reported on
the matter as already referred to in the resolutions on pages 1594, 1596.
Passing now to the treatment and "cure" of gonorrhea, Sections

3 and 4 pointed out that with our present knowledge of the many
factors involved no dogmatic statements could be made. In express-
ing themselves on the subjects presented to them the sections hoped
this would '"result in making available for those infected with gon-
orrhea more adequate care and treatment than in the past."

If the minimum requirements as now laid down in available text-
books were generally carried out by the average physician, gonorrheal
infections would be cured and prevented more freauently.

Since diagnosis and treatment of gonorrhea in the female has not
reached the same degree of perfection as in the male, the importance
of greater effort and attention on the part of the general practitioner
an the specialist to the diagnosis, treatment, and cure of this disease
must be emphasized.
In view o the statement above, it is recommended that the queq-

tion of the diagnosis and treatment and prevalence of gonorrhea in
the female be more intensively studied, and that the re0ults of such
investigation be made available to the medical profession at large.
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It is further recommended that special study be made of the
methods employed in the diagnosis and treatment of vulvovaginitis
in fants and young children, and that the results obtained by
present methods be tabulated in an attempt to ascertain the most
fective method for treating this condition.
It is furher recommended that the outline of the method of

treatment now detailed in the Manual of Treatment of Venereal
Disease (the "Red Book" of the United States Public Health
Service), published by the American Medical Association, be con-
tinued as a guide to the minimum reqements of treatment of
gonorrhea until supplemented by something better.

Bearing in mind the glib promises of cure made by the medical
quack and the promoter of patent nostrums, attention is called to
the cautious statements made by recognized authorities when asked
to determine criteria for pronouncing a case of gonorrhea cured.

Following is a text of the resolution adopted by the sections:
Resolved, That with our present knowledge it is not scientifically

and medically practicable to establish a standard for determining
when gonorrhea is cured. This statement, however, must not be
understood as reflecting upon the ability of any specialist to make
such a decision.

In the female the condition is complicated, on account of the fact
that the primary manifestations may be so slight as to cause the
patient no annoyance, but particularly on account of the tendency
of the disease to become latent. This latency is due to the fact
that a minimal number of gono4occi may be retained for months in
a quiescent state in the depths of the cervical glands, and under
certain conditions suddenly begin to niulttiply and give rise to an
extension of the disease, accompanied by clinical symptoms.
Accordingly, the disappearance ofthe initial' clinical symptoms
and the apparent freedom of the cervical secretion from gonococci
do not necesssrilv indicate that the disease is cured.
On the other hand, in the male it is practicable to establish a

reasonable standard for determining wen gonorrhea has been
"probably cured." The criteria are based upon two distinct
entities-(a) cure of the infection; (b) cure of the lesions of the
diease.
In gonorrhea, whether jn the male or female, the duration of

infectiousness has but a single slight relation to duration of the
lesions-that is, the symptoms may continue long after the infec-
tiousness has ceased, and, conversely, infectiousness may persist
after all obvious symptoms have ceased.
As the problem is confined exclusively to the question of infectious-

ness, the word "'cure," as here used, will be understood as equivalent
to cessation of infectiousness.
'Then is no combination of clinical facts which constitutes con-

clusive evidence of a cure of gonorrhea in the male. Therefore, the
detemination as to whether cure has been effected depends upon
the acumen and skill of the physician. The patient may be assured
that he is probably cured if all of the following criteria are fulfiled:

(a) No uethral discharge whatever for one month, during which
time the paient is under observation without treatment.
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(b) The first ounce of urine passed in the morning free from any
cloud of pus, as examined in a glass or bottle by a strong light.

(c) All shreds in the urine continue to float at least two minutes
after agitation of the fluid has ceased.

(d) Massage of the prostate and seminal vesicles expresses a fluid
which, when examined under the microscope, is found to- contain no
gonococci or pus cells.

(e) It should be possible to pas a 26-F sound into the bladder,
and examination the following-dy should satisfy conditions a and b.

(f) If these findings are confirmed at a second examination one
month later, during which time there have been no symptoms or
treatment, the patient should be regarded as cured.

All other cases should be examined by an expert, in order- to
determine whether or not they are cured.
Members of General Conference Committee assigned to Sectin 3 and 4 (consolidated in

their report).
SECTION 3.

Dr. Edward L. Keyes, jr., chairman. Dr. John H. Cunningham.
Dr. Alec N. Thomson, secretary. Dr. A. S. Deslose.

SECTION 4.

Dr. Charles C. Norris, chairman. Dr. F. Castillo Najera.
Dr. Walter M. Brunet, secretary. Dr. J. Whitridge Williams.

Dr. Rachelle S. Yarros.

SECTION 5.

PUBLC HEALTH AND ADMNISTRATIVE PROBLIMS.

it is of striking interest to realize that by- far the greatest num-
ber of questions coming before the All-America Conference had to do
with various phases of administrative control of the venereal diseases.
When it is realized that the entire organized attack on these diseases
as a health problem is less than a decade old, a survey of the matters
discussed by this section comes as a revelation of the enormous
amount of progress already made in this difficult field.
Among the questions placed before this section was the very broad

one as to the responsibilities of the Federal, State; and local authori-
ties in combating the venereal diseases. In this connection the fol-
lowing resolution was passed:

Whereas, recognizing that venereal diseases are perhaps the most
widely distributed of the communicable diseases, that their cure is
most difficult and uncertain, that the i.fected are rarely totally
mcapacitated, it is

Resolved, That the Federal Government, in addition to its responsi-
bility for the control of venereal diseaes in the Army and Navy and
Federal instituitions, and its cluarantine relating particularly to. the
merchant mane and to ugration, should assume responsibility
for the enactment of needed legislation for geral educati"al pWp-
ganda and for granting assistance to the States b,yapApt of
funds so that as far as possible, uniform and efficient mas s may
be enforced in all States.
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Answering the question further, the section resolved that the
responsibility of the State should include:

(a) Necessary legislation.
(b) Adequate appropriation for:
1. Laboratory iagnosis.
2. Treatment of those in State institutions and indigents in the

infective stage.
3. General education, e. g., information for the medical profession

concerning the social aspects of the venereal diseases and for the
public in regard to the character and treatnent of these diseases.

4. Supervision of, and rendering expert aid to, the local authori-
ties.
So far as municipalities are concerned, the section resolved that

the responsibility of these should include:
(a) Cooperation with the Federal and State authorities.
(b) Enforcement of Federal and State legislation within the juris-

diction of the municipalities.
(c) Enactment and enforcement of any auxiliary legislation

needed.
(d) Provision of adequate facilities for institutional care, control,

and treatment.
To what has been said, the section added the following:
Your committee feels that the responsibilities, being distributed

as they are through the Federal Government, the State and local mu-
nicipalities, can best be coordinated by the surgeons general of tL:e
United States Public Health Service, the Army, and the Navy, aided
by an advisory board chosen from State and municipal health authori-
ties.3
Among the measures for securing the administrative control of

venereal diseases, great weight is naturally laid on the development of
an effective system of notification of cases of venereal disease to the
health authorities. It is conceded that at the present time such noti-
fication is far from effective. Dealing with the problem thus pre-
sented the section adopted the following resolution:

Resolved, That where legislation requiring it does not exist it should
be provided and that effective notification can be promoted by:

(a) An educational campaign directed to the physicians and the
people as to the importance, the nature, and the angers of these dis-
eases; and

(b) The provision of adequate and readily available facilities for
the diagnosis of these diseases and the instruction of the medical pro-
fession and the people of the importance of their utilization: and

(c) The provision of adequate and readily available facilities for
the treatment and wide dissemination of knowledge in the medical
profession as to methods of treatment.

a Since the surgeons geal of the Federal services mentioned are each subordinate to the secretarie.s of
their respetive departments, this plan is practically the same as that now in operation throtglh the Inter-
departmentalSocialHyglene Board. The proposed advisory board is a ew feature.

632OO°-21-2
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It is of course folly to insist on notification of venereal diseases
without making every effort to utilize such notifications in better con-
trolling the venereal diseases. In response to a question as to how
such notifications might be utilized effectively the section submitted
the following summary reply:

(a) To trace sources of infection.
(b) To make possible the enforcement of effective treatment.
(c) To supply statistical information as follows:

1. The prevalence of venereal diseases within a given popula-
tion.

2. The part played by prostitution, commercialized and
clandestie, in spreading infection.

3. The part played by congenital infection.
4. The relation of infection to the sexes, conjugal condition,

race, age, social and industrial groups.
5. e relation of alcohol to venereal diseases.
6..The relation of narcotics to venereal infection.
7. The relation of venereal diseases to insanity, to feeble-

mindedness, to delinquencies, to tuberculosis.
Even a little experience with administrative measures for the con-

trol of venereal diseases is sufficient to impress one with the importance
of insuring sufficient treatment of a patient infected with venereal
disease to render such patient noninfective. This is often a difficult
problem. The matter has already been touched upon in one of its
phases in the resolution of Section 2 dealing with the need of a system
of follow-up (see page 1602), and it is also referred to again by Section
5 (page 1609), and referred to by the Section on Social Service
(page 1631).
From the standpoint of public health administration, the question

of adequate duration of treatment is naturally limited to the infec-
tivity of the lesion. Desirable as more prolonged treatment may be
for a given case of venereal disease, the health officer has practically
no power to insist on treatment once the infective stage has passed.
In dealing with this problem the section accordingly adopted the fol-
lowing resolution:

Resolued, (a) That effective isolation and adequate treatment be
provided for those persons who, while still in the infective stage,
disregard the care required for the protection of others; and (b) that
noninfectious persons, although not cured, be fully advised of the
nature of their diseases and the sequelae without bemg detained.
The section placed itself on record as favoring the provision of

reformatories and other institutions where isolation can be provided
in suitable cases for those infected with venereal diseases in an infec-
tive stage. The section resolved:
That the isolation now exercised by reformatories and other

institutions, where infective persons are detained, is limiting the
spread of venereal diseases and will increasingly do so as such places
are further developed.
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The close relation existing between certain phases of law-enforce-
ment measures for the control of venereal diseases and those for the
suppression of commercialized prostitution has not infrequently led
to the employment, by police officers, of the sanitary code as a substi-
tute for tht criminal code in dealing with vice. The section placed
itself on record as strongly deprecating such action on the part of
police officers.
An attempt has been made to deal with venereal infection, especially

as it occurs in inmates of bawdy houses, by placarding the premises
in the same manner that premises are placarded for scarlet fever,
smallpox, and other dangerous communicable diseases. The following
resolution adopted by the section deals with this method of attack:

Whereas, since too little information is available for giving a sat-
isfactory statement as to the results of placarding premises quaran-
tined for syphilis and gonorrhea; and,

Whereas, because of the nature of the diseases, their prevalence,
and the widespread ignorance of their true character:

It is resolved, That the placarding of prenidses for the purpose of
control of patients will be more harmful at this stage to a develop-
ing sympathetic public opinion than the (problematical) control
of sucli individuals will benefit the public welfare.

In this connection and in other phases of venereal disease control
work the suggestion has been made that the health officer's power to
deal with venereal diseases be limited as compared with his power to
deal with other communicable diseases. To this the section pro-
tests as follows:

Resolved, That no restrictions should be placed upon the powers
of the health officer in preventing the spread of venereal diseases, but
permission must be granted him to exercise his juidg,ment as to how
such powers shall be employed.
The section urged States and municipalities to recognize their

responsibilities with respect to the venereal diseases in dealing with
persons confined and committed to penal institutions. Following
is the text of the resolution:

Whereas, The diagnosis and treatment of venereal diseases should
be generally applied as the local conditions will permit; and

Whereas, The State should recognize this responsibility in the
conduct and management of its institutions:

Resolved, That a routine laboratory examination should be made
on all men and women confined in State penal institutions at the
time of their admittance, and in municipalities wlhere the facilities
are available laboratory examination should be made on a11 persons
sentenced to penal institutions, and no person slhould be admitted
without clinical examination to detcct the existence of syphilis or
gonorrhea.
Mention has several times been made of the method of dealing with

patients who discontinue treatment while still in an infective stage.
The subject once more demands attention, this time in answer to the
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question, "To which does the physician owre his first duty in vene-
real disease, to the patient or to the-public welfare ?" In passing, it
may be of interest to remind the reader that the position here taken
by the All-America Conference has recently been upheld by the
Nebraska Supreme Court. Following is the text of resolution
adopted by the section:

Whcreas, Because of the prevaalence and communicability of the
venereal diseases, and because of their great menace to the public; and

Whereas, This is an occasion when a careless or irresponsible
patient may do untold injury to his associates unless he carefully
follows the instructions of his physician:

Resolved, That protection of thie public must take priority over
the obligation tothe individual, and while it is always desirable that
the relationship between the physician and the patient should be
confidential; that when a physician feels that the patient can not be
trusted to-follow his advice, his duty to the public demands that he
exercise whatever means are at his command for their protection.

It has long been recognized that an adequate program for dealing
with the venereal diseases demands the suppression of self-treatment
by patent nostrums and treatment by unqualified and unscrupulous
practitioners. The following resolution was adopted:

.Whereas, Qualified physicians have repeatedly pointed out the
great difficulty with whch the venereal diseases can be successfully
treated:

Resolved, That self-treatment, the use of advertised nostrums, and
treatment administered by unqualified practitioners, not being effec-
tive and affording a false sense of being cured, tend to increase the
spread of venereal diseases and the ravages which they cause in
direct proportion to their respective uses. The very nature of such
treatments- prevents the securing of accurate data as to the spread
of these diseases.

Resolved, In consideration of the importance of securing the most
approved treatment for infected persons, that advertisments of quack
medicine and treatmentbeprohibitedby the enactment of Federalleg-
lation withholding patent or license for the sale or distribution of such
drugs and forbidding the use of themails for the purpose of transmitting
advertisements of such medicine and treatments, and that the States
enact suitable legislation prohibiting similar advertisements pertain-
ing to venereal diseases and their treatment.
Because of the frequency with which venereal infection, especially

of women and children, is due to the transmission of the disease
through marriage, a number of States have enacted laws providing a
measure of control through conditions attached to the granting of
marriage licenses. Without discussing the detail of how such a plan
may best be carried out, the section expressed its approval of State
action in this direction. Following is the resolution adopted:

-Resolved, That the State's attempt to govem the issuance of mar-
riage licenses is justifiable because it tends to protect the innocent
from infection and limits the spread of venereal diseases if effectively
carried out.
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So far as the United States is concerned, there is reason to believe
that the so-called "segregated district" is a thing of the past. The
q,uestion has repeatedly been asked as to what evidence exists that the
general abolition of these districts has given satisfactory results so
far as the control of venereal diseases is concerned. Presented to
Section 5, the following answer was returned:

Whereas, due to the fact that thI general handlino' of venereal
diseases from an epidemiological point of view was coincident with
the general abolition of segregate districts; and

Whereas, the section believes that the abolition of segregated dis-
tricts has materially decreased venereal infection; Be it

Resolved, That there is not available sufficient concrete evidence to
make a definite statement.
Though not originally presented through Section 5, the following

self-explanatory resolution adopted by the ARl-America Conference is
placed at this part of tne report because it has to do Isrgely with
administrative matters:

Whereas, in certain localities it is deemed necessary or advisable
to have a dual system of service and regulations in community affairs
because of differences in race, language, customs, or other variant
conditions;

Resolved, That if practicable in the program for venereal-disease
control and the promotion of the preventive measures of social
hygiene (1) conscious and adequate provision be made for groups
thus classified, and (2) interested and trained members of these
groups be secured to assist, by counsel and service, in the carrying
out of the full program for the whole conmunity.
As indicated under Section 9, page 1626, considerable discussion oc-

curred among the delegates in attempts to define the powers and
limitations of the health officer with reference to detention for med-
ical examination of persons suspected of being infected with a vene-
real disease. Various opinions were expressed to the effect that
innocent persons have been victimized and degraded by unwar-
ranted detention and examination or have- been blackmailed to
escape such procedure. Recognizing the value of the statute when
properly utilized, yet insistent that the rights of innocent persons
should be safeguarded, the Conference finally adopted the resolution
given below. The original draft of this resolution, prepared by a
special committee with representatives from practically all the
sections, concluded with the following:

Resolved, That everywhere adequate facilities for voluntary exami-
nation and treatment of venereal disease be-provided, together with
a constructive program for re-education, industrially, morally, and
sociallRy;
That increased effort be made through protective and educational

work to eliminate conditions that make for prostitution and disease,
to the end that youth be safeguarded and its exploitation preyented.
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Thi3 was subsequently modified and redrafted as the result of dis-
cussion in the General Conference Committee and in the evening
sessions of the full meeting of the All-America Conference. As finally
adopted, the re3olutions are as follows.

ereas, there is urgent need for a decision as to standards by
which health authorities may decide who are reasonably suspected of
havi gonorrhea, syphilis, or chancroid; and

Whereas, the powers of the health officer in reference to the control
of communicable disease in general should not be abridged when
aped to the control of gonorihea, syphilis, or chancroid; and

ereas, voluntary examation and treatment have proved suc-
cessful when with this medical treatment are united the social forces
of rehabilitation:

It is hereby resolved, That the All-America Conference urges the
further intensive study and extension of the possibilities anDappli-
cations of voluntary examination and treatment, but, im view of the
undeveloped possibilities of such a program and the urgency of the
problem of transmission of gonorrhea, syphilis, and chancroid, the
fol owing formulations, more precisely defining those who maiy be
reasonably suspected of having gonorrhea, syphlis, or chancroid and
the mode of procedure in regard to them, are recommended for the
practice of the United States:

(a) All perscns who are known to have been exposedtogonorrhea,
syphilis, and chancroid shall be examined. This knowledge should
come to the health officers from sources in addition to the police.

(b) All persons who have been convicted of recent sex offenses
involving promiscuity may be reasonably suspected of having gon-
orrhea, syphilis, and chancroid and be examied accordingly.

Mc*ers ofGencraZ Conferenwe Committee assign-d to Section 5.

Dr. W. S. Rankin, chairman. Dr. Hermann M. Biggs.
Dr. Joseph S. Lawrence, Secretary. Dr. Oscar Davis.
Dr. Peter Bryce. Dr. A. H. Desloges.

SECTION 6.

CLINIC AND HOSPITAL QUSTIONS.

In connection with the care and treatment of the venereally in.
fected, a number of questions have arisen dealing with clinic and hos-
pital methods. Thus, Is it preferable to establish special venereal
disease clinics apart from other clinics? Should all applicants be
treated at public venereal disease clinics even though they may be able
to pay? Should general hospitals accept cases of venereal disease?
If so, what special faeilities, if any, do they require? Are clines con-
tinuing treatment of their patients sufficiently long to lead to results
of permanent value?

These questions were dealt with in the following resolutions pre-
pared by the section and subsequently adopted by the Conference
as a whole:

Resolved, That relative to the advantages or disadvantages of hav-
ing venereal disease clinics separate from other clinics there is no ad-
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vantage in- having a venereal clinic separated from a general clinic
when the.circumstances are such that a general clinic can be main-
tained. By. way of exception it is recognized that a problem exists
n certain cities which can better be met by a separate clinic con-
veniently located. Such a clinic had best be considered as an emer-
gency provision and as a feeder for the main clinic attached to the
general dispensary or* hospital. However, it is believed that the
establishment of a separate venereal disease clinic under these condi-
tions should be advocated only whea the maintenance of a general
emergency clinic in that locality is impracticable.

It tsfurther resolved, That the advantages of havimg the venereal
disease clinic operated in conjunction with other climlcs and under
the direction ofa trained personnel are as follows:

1. It promotes recognition by the public that venereal diseases
are being dealt with exactly like other diseases. This is of great value
in bringing about a proper attitude on the part of citizens in general
toward the prevention and control of these diseases.

2. By placing the treatment of venereal diseases on a parity with
that of other diseases it tends to establish a precedent for the admis-
sion of these patients to general hospitals on the same basis as other
patients.

3. The treatment of venereal diseases in the same institution
with other diseases promotes a better understanding on the part of
young physicians, especially internes and medical students, regarding
the importance of these diseases and of the true relationship between
them and other pathological conditions.

4. The cost of operating a venereal disease clinic is much less
when combined with a general clinic where the services of consultants,
attendants, and other personnel, laboratory facilities, complete medi-
cal and surgical equipment, quarters, and general utilities are avail-
able without commensurate increase in overhead expense. When the
venereal disease clinic is maintained separately it is more difficult to
obtain the services of internists, neurologists, ophthalmologists, etc.

5. More patients will seek treatment at the general clinic because:
(a) Many patients are not aware that they are infected with

venereal disease when they apply for treatment.
(b) The established genera institution is more likely to gain and

hold the confidence of its patients.
(c) The patient attending the general clinic is not thereby stig-

matized as a venereal disease patient, as might be the case if he went
to a clinic exclusively devoted to venereal diseases.
In dealing with the treatment, at public venereal clinics, of patients

able to pay a private physician's fee, the public health aspects of the
problem are clearly recognized, as may be seen from the following
resolution:

Resolved, That in general, treatment at public venereal disease
clinics should be limited to those unable to pay ordinary private fees,
but no person who applies at the clinic should be refused diagnosis,
advice, and initial treatment, even though subsequently referred to
private p cians.

It is beleved that such clinics should never charge more than a
nominal fee.
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The reader may be interested to see how once more adequate
follow-up work is emphasized as necsssary in dealing with the treat-
ment of venereal diseases. The resolution is framed in answer to a
question as to the sufficiency of treatment at clinics.

Resolved, That while there are no statistics available upon which
to form a decision as to whether patients are being treated long
enough in clinics to be of any permanent value, there is an impres-
sj%n gathered from general information t.hat in many cases treatment
is not continued long enough to be of permanent value. It is recog-
nized that sometimes the clinic is at fault and sometimes the patient.
Adequate follow-up work by public health nurses or social workers is
necessary. There is an obvious need of precise information which can
only be secured by careful surveys an proper statistical methods.

'the admission to general hospitals of patients requiring hospital
treatment for venereal disease is emphatically recommended by the
section for the following reasons:.

1. This has been shown to be entirely practicable by the experience
of t.he Army and the Navy.

2. General hospitals do as a matter of fact accept many atients
with gonorrhea and syphilis in an active stage on account ofa com-
plicated or intercurrent disease. They might just as well accept
them as venereal disease patients.

3. The acceptance of such patients by general hospitals in most
communities is necessary if a sufficient number of beds is to be pro-
vided to meet the need for hospital care. The provision of beds for
cases requiring treatment in hospital is an important measure in any
well-planned attempt to prevent and control the spread of venereal
diseases.

4. Hospitals should do their part in the program for the control
of venereal diseases by recognizing them as serious diseases worthy of
skillful diagnosis and treatment without discrimination. -
The section gave the following list of special facilities required if

cases of venereal disease are admitted to hospitals for treatment:
1. Facilities for adequate concurrent disinfection such as are

required in the case of pneumonia or tonsillitis and typhoid fever, i. e.,
sterilization of dishes, utensils, etc., used by the patient and disin-
fection of discharges and articles which may have been contaminated.

2. A ward dressing or operating room for examination, dressings,
and mimor surgical procedures.

3. Such special instruments as are required in the ordinary prac-
tice of genito-urinary surgery and syphiloloy.

4. Employment of specialists on the sta or at least the best skill
available in the community.
Where a general hospital is supported in whole or in part by

public funds, the section resolved that the hospital "should be com-
pelled to accept venereal disease patients under the same conditions
as other patients are accepted."
The section also studied the question of medical records of vene-

real disease patients, and pointed out that from the standpoint of
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later study such records are of sufficient importance to "warrant an
attempt at a standardized record or at least one including a required
mninimum amount of data." Such a record should comprise:

1. Census data.
2. Data as to date of infection, geographical source of infection,

social status of infected person, medical prophylactic measures used,
if any.

3. Concise but sufficiently definite data to support the diagnosis.
4. Laboratory findings.
5. Definite notes on treatment, progress, and conclusion of the case.
6. Social data.
It is reconmmended that machinery be developed, or, if it is in ex-

istence, that it be utilized, to formulate a model record which may
be incorporated in a future edition of the "Red Manual" or other
publication.
The section also took up the advisability and feasibility of diag.

nosing or treating venereal disease in the medical department of an
industrial plant, and expressed the view that "this is an important
problem and should be given careful study." Continuing, the sec-
tion stated that:
Information is not at hand upon which to draw conclusions for

the formulation of a definite general principle. It may be advisable
and feasible to diagnose and treat venereal disease in a plant so situ-
ated that adequate facilities are not otherwise available. In other
instances it would seem more advisable for the plant to take such
share of financial responsibility in a community clinic as seems best
in the interests of the plant and its employees.

Members of General Conference Committee assigned to Section 6.

Dr. H. G. Irvine, chsirman. Dr. David L. Edsall.
Capt. John W. Hart, secretary. Dr. Lenna L. Meanes.
Dr. Walter H. Brown. Lieut. Com. J. R. Phelps.
Col. W. P. Chamberlain. Lieut. Col. T. F. Ritchie.

SECTION 7.

STATITICS.

Health officers and others who take an active part in enlisting
public interest in the campaign against venereal diseases are con-
stantly being asked to give statistics showing the degree of prevalence
of the venereal diseases and the effect of such diseases on the death
rate. While it was recognized that accurate statistics on this subject
are not available, nevertheless the organizers of the Conference hoped
it might be possible, as the result of careful deliberations by those
familiar with the subject, to obtain useful approximations which
might be used by health officers and others in their educational propa-
ganda. In an endeavor in this direction the Section on Statistics
was asked, "What statement does our present knowledge justify in.
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regard to the approximate relationship of syphilis to deaths under
the following headings: Locomotor ataxia; general paralysis of the
insane; congenital debility, icterus, and sclerema; organic disease of
the heart; angina pectoris; disease of the arteries, atheroma, aneu-
rism; cerebral hemorrhage, apoplexy; softening of the brain; still-
births; repeated miscarriages or abortions ?"
The answer of the section to this question was expressed in the

following resolutions:
Whereas it is impossible at the pre,sent time to state what propor-

tion of deaths from such causes as congenital debility, organic diseases
of the heart, angina pectoris, diseases of the arteries, etc.,'are in fact
chargeable to syphilis and,

Whereas it is most important to answer this question finally in
order that a measure of the true incidence of syphilis as a fac
mortality may be obtained: Be it

Resolved, That the Conference recommends that a study of this im-
portant subject be undertaken as early as possible. This investiga-
tion should be cooperative in character, embracing a sufficiently large
number of cases and safeguarded as to the -statistical requirements of
age, sex, occupation, race, social and economic conditions of the
classes included:
That parallel with such a study arrangements be made for an in-

vestigation to trace a group of individuals from the begining of their
syphilitic history through to the end, in order to determie the propor-
tion of cases which develop the various complications causing death;
That care be taken to utilize all material now extant in the Depart-

ments of War and of the Nar. Records covering the history of
syphilitic disease from the date of infection until final dissolution of the
patients are undoubtedly available in these departments for cadets in
the two academies and for Army and Navy officers;
That an appeal be issued to a group of prominent syphilographers

to cooperate in such a study by contributing the records of cases of
long standing among their private patients; and
That a combined study of the material from these various sources

should ultimately make it possible to present a series of indices which
will permit the conversion of the crude mortality figures as annualry
published into a true measure of syphilis mortality.;
Touching on the same subject the section adopted another reso-

lution as follows:
Whereas it is apparent from studies made with minute care upon

large hospital post mortem material thlat the full extent to which
syphilitic infection is responsible for many of the important causes
of death at all ages, and especially at the early and later age group,
is not yet known: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the Conference warnis against using any existing
compilations of deaths reported under the various titles -of the inter-
national classification, except locomotor ataxia and general paralyis
of the insane, as fiual or complete.
The note of caution which dominates both of the above resolutions

is observed also in the reply made by the section to the query as to
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the annual incidence of new cases of venereal infection in the general
population. It will be observed that thte section gives very definite
suggestions as to available statistical informnation regarding infection
rate, morbidity incidence in, and mortality from syphilis and gonor-
rhea, and makes specific recommendations as to how such statistics
may bo used. Following is the text of this constructive suggestion:

WhAereas, there is at the present titne no information available which
would permit of the determination of the annual incidence of new
cases of venereal infection in the general population; and

Whereas, it must follow that disability with resultant economic loss
to industries and the cost to taxpayers on account of the insufficiently
treated cases can not be calculated with any reasonable degrbe of
accuracy for the general population: Therefore be it

Resolved, That the Conference recominends extreme caution in the
presentation of any statistical conclusions for the general population;
and

Resolved, That the Conference recognizes that there arc sufficiently
well-controlled studies of the infection rate, morbidity incidence, and
mortality from syphilis and gonorrhea in certain age, sex, race, and
social groups inl vanous countries to Justify their quotation in informa-
tional publications; and

Resolved, That the Conference considers it essential in quoting and
reporting any figures as to infection, morbidity, or mortality rates for
venereal diseases that at least the following data be given at the same
time:

(a) Author.
(b) The number, race, sex, age, occupation and social or environ-

mental conditions of thie group or population unit reported upon.
(c) The clinical or laboratory criteria used in arriving at infection

or morbidity rate.
(d) The registration or notification system under which cases or

deaths are reported to official bodies in the population unit studied,
if the quotation is made from such sources.

In response to a request for information as to the prevalence of
venereal disease among innocents, the section submitted the following
statement:

It is agreed that there is no reliable information as to the prevalence
of syphilis among innocents in the UTnited States, although it is known
to be considerable, consisting of all congenital, some marital, and
most extragenital syphilis. The Conference has no information as to
the prevalence of gonorrhea among innocents in the United States,
although it is known to be considerable, consisting of all gonorrheal
ophthainia, of vulvovaginitis among young girls, and some marital
gonorrhea.
The section made the following recommendation regarding the

dissemination of statistical information relating to the venereal dis-
eases:

The section recommends that the four cooperating associations
(United States Public Health Service, United States Interdepart-
mental Social Hygiene Board, American Social Hygiene Association,
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and American Red Cross) be requested not to disseminate statistical
information which has not received the approval of a standing com-
mittee of statisticians to whom-fundamental questions of a statistical
character should be referred.
In view of the notorious failure of private physicians in many cases

to report the venereal diseases as causes of death, the suggestion was
made that a system of confidential reports, supplementary to the
regular death certifibate now employed, be recommended by the All-
America Conference. The proposal, however, aroused so much con-
troversy that no final action was taken.
The following resolution reported by Section 7, designed to improve

the certification of cause of death in cases where syphilis is involved,
was unanimously agreed to:

Whereas, the securing of accurate certification on death certificates
wbere s philis is the cause of death is not at present feasible because
of the element of ignorance as to the true cause of death: be it

Resolved, That tfe Conference recommends the more general use of
the Wassermann reaction, post-mortem examinations of tissues, and
any other means available to physicians for rendering more accurate
the diagnosis of disease in stating causes of death.

Members ofGeneral Conference Committee assigned to Section 7.

Dr. Louis I. Dublin, chairman. Prof. Robert E. Chaddock.
Dr. W. H. Davis, vice chairman. Dr. Katharine B. Davis.
Miss Mary A. Clark, secretary. Dr. Haven Emerson.
Col. Percy M. Aishburn. Major A. E. Love.

Col. Edward B. Vedder.

SECTION 8.

PUBC INFORMATION AND EDUCATION.

It was natural, in view of the prominent part taken in the venereal
disease campaign by informational and educational activities, that
Section 8 should have been faced with a large number of impor-
tant questions. In contrast to the six or seven questions submitted
to most of the other sections, this section received 19 questions at the
opening meeting of the conference, and others were subsequently
submitted.
The section urged the importance of sex education as an important

factor in the control of venereal diseases. The viewpoint runs through
many of the various resolutions adopted. Thus-

Resolved, That for the effective combating of venereal diseases it is
necessary that the public possess information on various matters con-
cernmg sex in addition to the relation of hygiene to these diseases.

It is further resolved, That it is necessary as a constructive measure
looking toward the future control of venereal diseases that children
should be instructed and trained so that the' will develop proper atti-
tude and conduct with regard to the sex si of life and its successful
management.
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-When and where education in relation to sex shall be given has
frequently been a subject of discussion. In answer to these questions
the section points out that "normal parents, irrespective of their
education, are solicitous for the welfare of their children and are
desirous of guiding them correctly in sex matters"; continuing, the
section emphasizes the fact that education in relation to sex is but a
phase of character education as a whole and can not be accomplished
at any one time.

"It must be a progressive process of care, guidance, instruction, and
example. This lact, together with the intunate relationship3 of the
members of the family, places upon the home the chief responsibility
for sex education of children during the earlier years."

Realizing, however, that some parents do not understand the sex
nature of their children and do not fully appreciate the need of sex
guidance, or feel themselves unprepared to give correct instruction,
the section recommended that-
adequate information and guidance be offered through printed
matter, lectures, clubs, parent associations, etc., to supplement the
knowledge of parents and enable them properly to guide and instruct
their chdren m respect to sex.

In the case of older children and adolescents the responsibility for
training and guidance in relation to sex is shared by all educational
agencies having to do with young people. Concerning this phase of
the program the section expressed itself as follows:

Since education in relation to sex is but a phase of character educa-
tion, instruction and training directed toward the building up of
wholesome sex attitudes and ideals must be developed as organic
parts of the entire educational program. The implicit sex aspects
of the subject matter and activities of the school progam (such as
are found in the biological and social sciences, the health and home-
making sciences and activities, etc., in junior and senior high schools
and colleges) should be given their due proportionate emphasis.
They should not be abstracted from their normal settings and framed
as separate courses of study.
To avoid duplication and disproportionate emphasis which might

result from inclusion of reference to sex in various subjects and activi-
ties, some coordinating agency is desirable. The radical need, espe-
cially in all higher educational institutions, is for an adequate depart-
ment of hygiene which, through class instruction, individual health
examination with the consequent intimate personal relationship with
the students and general supervision of all the hygienic factors that
affect student life, constitutes an effective coordinating agency.

It is further important, especially in the junior and senior high
schools, to cooperate with parents in guiding or controlling young
people m some aspects of their social life w ich if not supervised
carry the possibility of serious danger.

In the professional schools it may be desirable to provide cours3s
in the principles and methods of social hygiene education, including
traing and guidance of young people.
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The important part which should ba played by ethical and relig-
ious factors in helping control the venereal diseases was tersely ex-
pressed in the following resolution:

Whereas, a comprehensive campaign against venereal disease should
utilize all available forces; and

Whereas, prominent among these forces are a high individual and
collective sex stand4rd and religious inspiration and motivation;
Be it resolved, That in the campaign against venereal disease due

account be taken of the ethical and religious factor.
Resolved, That particular emphasis be laid upon the sacredness of

the individual life and welfare, and the prevention of their exploita-
tion..

Resolved, That an effective appeal be made to regard the sex func-
tion as a racial trusteeship.
That marital unhappiness leads to promiscuity and is therefore a

factor in the spread of venereal diseases is well known. One phase of
this subject is dealt;with in the following resolution:

Whereas, marital unhappiness and failure, due frequently to igno-
rance of the psycholoica, economic, and social conditions of normal
married life and successful home-making are among the causes of
sexual promiscuity and therefore of venereal disease: It is hereby

Resolved, (1) That at a suitable age education of men and women
for marriage be undertaken in institutions of higher learning, evening
schools, churches, clubs, and other suitable agencies; (2) that trust-
worthy printed matter be prepared on such phases of the subject as
may wisely be discussed in print; and (3) that those contemplating
marriage be encouraged to consult reputable physicians for such nec-
essary information and advice as can not be given by the printed page.

It is further resolved, That libraries be urged to make selective use
of such books as may be suitable for guidance of those contemplating
marriage and to seek the aid of recognized social hygiene agencies in
making discriminating selection of such books.
A considerable num1ber of boys and girls leave day school to go to

work before they have received adequate instruction as to matters of
sex. They present a problem that must be dealt with in a manner
slightly different from that employed with those who remain in
school. The conclusions of Section & with respect to this group are
as follows:

Resolved, (1) That these boys and girls be dealt with in continua-
tion schools, corporation schools, special classes, etc.; (2) that lectures
supplemented by conferences be provided in factories, department
stores, and other places of employment; and (3) that these methods
be further supplemented by the use of " house organs " and other pub-
lications of many of the larger business organizations and by other
printed matter, by the use of exhibits and pictures in business estab-
lishments under the direction of the welfare and medical personnel,
and by the activities of responsible clubs for boys and girls, including
amateur athletic associations. Y.,-M. C. A.s, Y. WV C. A.s, ana
similar organizations should be made effective agencies, as some now
arc, in this work.
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It is further resolved, That this instruction include the simple facts
of reproduction, the responsibilities of the individual as citizen and as
potential parent, the effects of and prevention of venereal diseases, and
the principles of self-control through the positive and constructive
use of leisure.
The section considered also the pupils in the junior -and senior

high schools. It was realized that the development of a program in
these schools that -will bring into subjects now in the curriculum such
facts regarding sex and infectious diseases as are considered essen-
tial for the welfare of young people will necessarily be slow. Ac-
cordingly, it was resolved that in the meantime boys and girls in the
upper grades of such schools be provided with instruction in the simple
facts of reproduction, in the responsibilities of the individual as citizen
and as potential parent, in the effects and prevention of venereal
diseases, and in the principles of self-control through positive and
constructive use of leisure time, and that such instruction be given
in small segregated groups under specially selected teachers of the
same sex, preferably through informal and intimatd conferences
rather than through lectures.
Inasmuch as the students in higher institutions of learning even-

tually become leaders in the community, where they exert directly
and indirectly a profound influence upon the development of personal
and public standards, it is clear that such institutions occupy a pivotal
position in a program for the control of venereal diseases. In view
of this fact Section 8 adopted the following resolution:

Resolved, That institutions of higher learning, both general and
professional, be urged to lay emphasis upon equipping their students
for (a) complete, healthy living, and (b) instructing and guiding those
who come under their ifluence in all matters pertaining to normal
sex life.

It is further resolved, That all professional schools, but especially
those training teachers, be urged to provide time, materials, and
pedagogical organization to equip their graduates for the training
and guiding of others in matters pertaining to complete, healthy
living, including normal sex life.

Because of the general neglect of the welfare of the individual in
professional schools for the training of teachers, physicians, nurses,
ministers, etc., in the matter of health training and guidance, the
section urged that such institutions make adequate provision for
meeting the needs of their students. In addition to this, tlhe section
adopted the following:

Resolved, That all medical and nursing schools be encouraged to
provide short courses of instruction in social hygiene and allied sub-
jects of social medicine with required attendance, or else develop
such instruction in a course given in some established department.

It isfurther resolved, That this proposal be placed before thie Council
on Medical Education of the American Medical Association, the
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Association of American Medical Colleges, the Conference of State
Boards of Registration, and correspond councils and organizations
of nurses, and the faculty of each medical and nursing school in the
United States; likewise tha,t this recommendation be referred to the
proper bodies in each of the other countries participating in this

Those who have had practical experience in carrying out programs
of social hygiene education realize how often measures which are
applicable in cities are entirely inapplicable in villa.ges and rural
districts, because of differences in social relationships. The follow-
ing resolition of Section 8 deals with the problem thus presented:

Resolved, That special studies of this rural and village situation be
initiated by some national organization, such as the American Social
Hygiene Association or similar organization in other countries, with a
view to arriving at a basis upon which an effective program can be
organized.
7ltifurther resolved, That encouragement be given to the many

promising undertakings on the part of various rural communities to
promote soeial hygiene education through the cooperation of health
and educational authorities with civic and welfare organizations.
A psychological consideration with respect to teaching methods

employed in dealing with the venereal diseases is dealt with by Sec-
tion 8 as follows:

Resolved, That in teaching concerning the venereal diseases, fear
should not be deliberately stressed as a deterrent. The element of
fear should appear only to the extent that it is inherent in the presen-
tation of the facts themnselves. Aiiy morbid tendencies resulting from
such unavoidable fear should be corrected by positive and construc-
tive teaching as to the prevention and cure of the diseases.
With these precautions as to the least possible emphasis on fear,

such abnormal reactions as may be produced in certain individuals
are relatively unimportant in frequency and severity.
In response to a request for information as to the possibility of

evaluating the effectiveness of various materials and measures used in.
educational work, the section offered the following:

1hereas, there is a lack of adequate information as to the effective-
ness of various materials and methods (such as pamphlets, placards,
motion pictures, advertising, lectures, and pubicitz) advocated in
social hvgiene instruction as a means of mod rghealth and conduct:

Resolved, 1. That scientific methods for the evaluation of such
results be employed so far as they are available or can be devised to
determine (a) the effectiveness of the constructive educational pro-
grams now in operation, and (b) the extent of the influence of the
destructive, antisocial hygiene factors.

2. That there be formulated, in the light of the results of the
investigations under (a), the necessary modifications in teachi
methods and materials to be used in educational institutions an
elsewhlere.
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The section concluded its presentation with the following general
resolution:

Whereas, it is important to bring about more intelligent action
among persons in administrative, legislative, and judicial positions in
handlig situations and problems related to the control of venereal
diseases through widespread proDa anda and education dealing not
only with the medical aspects of the venereal disease problem but
with all other distinct allied problems,

It i resoZVed, (1) That in all parts of the country voluntary ma-
chinerNy must be provided as an adjunct and as a part of the progams
of National, State, or provincial, and local health authorities; (2) that
where such voluntary machinery is provided it should as far as possi-
ble be representative of voluntary agencies definitely interested in
some phase of the venereal disease problem; and (3) that any volun-
tary committee should include strong representation of ad official
bodies concerned acting in cooperation with State departments of
health and education.

Members ofGeneral Conference Committe asignd to Section 8.

Dr. Thomas M. Balliet, chairman. Dr. Joseph E. Raycroft.
Prof. Maurice A. Bigelow, vice chairman. Dr. M. 1. Exner.
Mr. Laurence C. Staples, secretary. Dr. Lee K. Frankel.
Dr. Gordon Bates. Dr. B. C. Gruenberg.
Mrs. Elmer Blair. Mr. Louis 3. Heath.
Rev. John M. Cooper. Dr. Roger I. Lee.
Dr. George R. Dodson. Mr. Harry H. Moore.

Dr. W. S. Stall.

SECTION 9.

LAW ENFORCEMENT MEASURES.

Under the term "law enforcement measures" are embraced prin-
cipally those measures which have to deal with the various phases
of prostitution. Most of them are police rather than health measures;
though in many, the police measures have a strong social and medical
background. A perusal of the resolutions adopted by this section
will convince the reader that no extravagant ideas are entertained
concerning the possibility of completely eliminating prostitution by
law enforcement measures. That the evil can be greatly minimized,
however, by such measures and venereal diseases greatly lessened
thereby the experience of the past few years clearly indicates.
Among the questions presented to this section were such as dealt

with the imposition of fines on persons convicted of prostitution; with
the functions of police and courts in dealing with sex delinquency;
with the manner of dealing with the mentally defective; with the
supervision of hotels, dance halls, and other places of amusement,
taxicabs, and other agencies frequently utilized for the purpose of
prostitution and assignation, etc.

532009-2123
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How thoroughly the section reognized the force of public opinion
in dealing with law enforcement measures directed against prostitu.-
tion is well indicated by the following general resolution:

Retoved, 1. That the establishment and msintenance of high
standards of sex conduct is the best protection of public health from
venereal dieases.

2. That up to the level of the highest standards which can be
sustained by public opinion, ls penalizi the pro tion of and
indulgence m illiecit sex relations constitute sound and practicable
health measures.

3.aat the public support of such laws and law enforcement isand should be Iargely dependent u on the following considertions:
(a) That such ws be designed to eliminate partilay com-

mercialized aspects of prostitution and to proect the youth from
moral hazards.

(b) That neither the laws themselves nor their enforcement be
discriminatory. (In all cases to be applied equally to men and
women.)

(c) That, where possible, such laws -should be uniform and of
widespread ap tication so as to prevent evasion by offeders.

(d) That the courts be ven and exerci a wide discretion to
pronounce sentences calculated to rehabilitate as well as to deter
the individual and to protect society. A

(e) That the function of police and courts in preventing and
curing sex delinquency be not confused and hampered by imposing
upon them duties involving directly or indirectly the diagno or
treatment of venereal diseases.
Dealing more in detail with the laws mentioned in paragraph 3

just given, the section gave the following as meeting the require-
ments :.

1. Laws establishing the civil or ciniinal responsibility. of per-
sons using or permitting the use of real-or personl property for the
purpose of prostitution, lewdness, or ignation.

2. Laws cotainicn g the principles embodied in the vi -repressive
act approved by the Federal Government and numerous social hy-
giene societies, and already adopted by eleven States.

3. Laws directed against the procurer, the pimp, and the madam
who detains a girl in a house of prostitution.

4. Laws or ordinances requirmng all transient hotels and rooming
houses to be licensed anually, providing for their, supervision ana
the revocation of license upon violation of laws against prostitution,
lewdness, or assignation, and requiring that a proper register of
guests be kept.

5. Iaws or ordinances licensing taxicabs, dance halls, skating
rinks, and other forms of commercial amusements and providing
for supervision and revocation of licenses where such taicabs or
places are used for purposes of prostitution, lewdness, or assignation.
'The seetion called attention, with approval, to the model laws and trefvroes on pages 51-75 of the

"Social Hygiene Legislation Manual," Publication No. 312, issued in 1920 by the Ameria 3ia Hygine
Association, N. Y.
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6. IAws raising the "age of consent" for both sexes to 18 in
temperate zones. (By. "age of consent" is meant the age below
which an individual may not consent to illicit sexual intercourse
without rendering the adult partner thereto liable to criminal punish-
ment.)

7. A Federal law prohibiting interstate travel for purposes of
prostitution.

8. Laws providing for the early diagnosis, registration, institu-
tional care, training, and supemsion of the mentally defective.
With reference to the last-named paragraph, the section expressed

the view that such laws "would materially reduce the incidence of
venereal disease." The section furthermore recommended-
the inclusion in such laws of a provsion establishing psychiatric
service for the courts, a service which should be availabIe m securing
earl diagnosis of mental deficiency before sentence, and which
wod result in proper care and supervision instead of ill-adapted
methods of disposition by the courts.

Special interest attaches to the action of the section in dealing
with the question of imposing fines on persons convicted of prostitu-
tion. Again and again it has been pointed out that the imposition
of the filne usually imposed is a most irrational procedure, in that it
stimulates the prostitute to greater activity in order to secure the
money with which to pay the fine. Following is the text of the
resolution adopted:

Whereas a woman who prostitutes herself for hire, alone of all
prostitutes, derives her livelihood thereby; and

Whereas the occasional imposition of petty fines against prosti-
tutes is not a deterrent, but results in stimuLating them to greater
activity in practicing their business to pay their fines and further
makes the community a sharer in the proceeds of prostitution; and

Whereas the majorit of States have no reformative institutions
for adult women, and the personnel and funds for intelligent super-
vision of women under probation are inadequate:

Re8olved, That the oRy justification for the imposition of fines as
punishments in this lassof cases is where the court has no power to
impose any other punishment, and that in such cases the most
appropriate procedure is to impose so large a fine that the delinguent

be unable to Pay and will upon default in payment automatically
go to an institution. The imposition of a fie should not be per-
mitted by the police to operate under any circumstances as a license;
and

It isfurther resolved, That the All-America Conference on Venereal
Diseases is opposed to the fining system in prostitution cases and
recommends the imediate repeal of all laws permitting fining in
communities having adequate reformative or penal institutions and
probation systems, and a similar repeal of laws permitting such
fes in other communities as fast as such communities establish
such adequate institutions and probationary machinery.
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In reply-to tAe question, "Shoul fornction be made a arime1"
tlhe section presentd the folloing resolution:
Besold, That the geera adoption and adequate mifemnwnt of

the laws malin; formication a crime would have appreciable influ
upon the prevyence of venereal diseases, bt that public opinon is
not ready for the general adoption of such laws.
Considermble discussion ws aroused by attempts to define th.

term "reasonably suspected of having gonorrhea, syp , or chan-
croid'" hs nte, its be stted, now appears in the lsws of
a number of States m conneci wi the grant of .thikity to
State and loi ff to detain swhp for media ex,amins-
tion. The charge was mae that the broad poers confed by
sich a statute have been misused. A further eom nt on this
point is included at the end of Setion 5.
Replying to an miquiry regarding an ,alleged increase in pomis-

cuity in the United States as a result of the repression of commer-
dalized potitu-t-ion, the sectio agreed that:
There is no evidence of anincrease m proscuit in the United

States since 1910; that it is the opm iof the thfat the
closing of the igt distris end the F ized
prostitution ich has taken place ine 19109 and particuay
dining the past three yeas has MateriaJly reduced the al of
illicit sex relations in the United States.

.*mbam .f Ger( Cfofmrewe Cmmid swienedt>o &tion9.

Raymond B. Fosdick, chrirMan. Carles E. Miner.
W. Bruce Cobb, vioe chairman. T. N. Pfelfr.
Baso~m 3ohnson, secretry. Rosoe Poud.
Franciseo dd Vale. David Robiuson.
Chales E. Fox. .amuelflwasher.
Hemiy James. Frederick H. Whitin.

Gemge E. Wortiigti.

- ~~~~~BE-ON le. -

FBG1aCV 0SACUL

Of the four main activitaes now in opperatio im the United Staes
for the oontrol of veneiial diseases, thrie ha:ve aireajr been discussed.
We now come to the fourth), Famely,.P ctve Scial
These measures naturally concern themselves principally with the
preventin-of sex delinquency in young people during that active
and difficult period from adolescence to marriage. Te provision of
suitable social protective measures is largely a communty responsi-
bility. Their inauguration is best aciev, in the opinion Seo-
tin 16, by thi followmig as a minimum:

(a) A community survey coveg educational, legal, social, and
economic conditions, special stress being laid upon the importance of
thoroughly understanding all of the economic actors involved.
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(b) A presentation of the results of the community survey either
to privately invited groups of leadership in the community or to the
public, or both, to the end of securing more effective moral protection
of youth; better educational facilities; more constructive use of social
resources for individual betterment; improved home life and larger
provisions for nght use of leisure time.

(c) Organization of local committees consisting of representative
leaders cliared with the task of arousing the public conscience toward
the need of improving permanently those conditions which have con-
tributed to sex delinquency and in furthering the carrying out of the
program.

(d) The promotion of recreation, which is a very important factor
in the control of venereal diseases through preventing sex delinquency.

In furtherance of work along these lines the section advocated the
establishment of a national clearing house where such surveys could
be collected and evaluated.
In connection with the activities of those engaged in developing

and supervising protective social measures, the need of individual
case records was emphasized. Thus:

Resolved, That case records, scientifically prepared (under the
supervision of trained social workers), are necessary and valuable in
every protective social program; that they should be used as a basis
for-

(a) Social diagnosis and treatment for the benefit of the individ-
uals whose cases are reported.

(b) The demonstration of the inadequacy of existing institutions
and the need of increasing facilities for the care and treatment of
delinquents.

(c) Giving data for the formulation of a community program
which will correct such conditions as are contributing causes of
delinquency.

It is obvious that caution, judgment, and tact are essential in
handling records of this kind, dealing, as they often do, with sex
delinquencies of those who subsequently lead exemplary lives and
who come to occupy responsible positions in their community. For
this reason the section added the following warning:

Since there are certain dangers of misuse of information thus
itemized, we urge great caution in the sharing of such information
and in cases which may reasonably be supposed to have attainea
rehabilitation and adjustment the future identity of the individual
should be safeguarded

In connection with the community's responsibility with respect to
protective social measures, the section also called attention to the
problem of feeble-mindedness, as follows:

Resolved, That the importance of community responsibility for
carrvintg out an inclusive program for the care of the mental defective
boeemphiasized. 0

1627
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Replying to a question as- ta the effect of agitation for a single
'standard of morals, the- section stated:
No reliable information is availabe by- whioh we may deternmine as

to how far the agitation for the single stanrd of morals haS influ
enced the moral standards of me and women.

In conneetion with the rehabilitation of venereal-disease carriers,
it was the opinion of the section:
That the persoal workers concerned with the rehabiitatio of

venereal-disease carriers should concentrate their efforts on the early
offender; and that an extended period of institutional training and
cse for the professional pwsttute of long sta ig s necessary.
That the establshment of reformatories with standard equipment

for examination, classification, train'ing, recreation, and parole pro-
vides. the most hopeful method of rehaNilitating the oldest offend'r.
That there is not sufficient information ava ale at this time to

determinewhether or not detention hospitals for personsinfected with
venereal disease have proved successfu as a means of rehabilitation.
That it be the recommendation of this committee that venereal

disease carriers (not convicted of erime) should be treated as recom-
mended by Seetion 5 with the added recommendation of the provi-
sion of a social service follow-up worker.

It should be borne in mind by those mterested in the .proceedings
of the Conf-erence that noi hard-aud-fast linescould.d be drawn by the
Conference between sections, and the preceding resolutions and find-
imgs, grouped for convenience under the heading "'-Protective Social
Measures," touched at many -points matters also discussed in the
sections on law enforcement and on social service.

Mlmberar of General Conference Committe# qotigned to Section 10.

Mis. lane Deeter Rippin, acting chairman. I MiEs Henrietta Additon.
Mifi88 dk1 E. Miner, vice chairman. "i-Mis Mary Driscoll.
Dr. Valeria if Parker, secretary. Mrs. Martha P. Falconer.

Mr. Ormie Lan ,e.

SECTION 11.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS 0F THE VENEREAL DISEASE PROBLEM.

Among the questions presented to the All-America Conference oQ
Venereal Diseases, none aoused greater discussion than that dealing
with continence (abstinence) in sexual relations for the unmarried.
In this connection it must be borne in mind that the entire campaign
carried on in the United States during the past few years has been
based on the dictum that " continence is compatible with health, and
that it is the best preventive of venereal- disease." It was natural
tEhat this dictum should be of great interest to followers of the Freu-
dian psychology; the statement was also critically regarded by
physicians, represented largely by certain mNmbers of Section 2.
The problem presented to the Conference consisted mainly in harmo-

ins
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nizing the views of those who regarded "continence" from entirely
different standpoints. On the one hand was the physiological and
psychological view as to the effect of continence on health and
physical and mental well-being, and on the other was the broad
sociologic view which contrasted the alternative of continence with
promiscuity and fornication.
The original dictum cited above undoubtedly represents the point

of view of the social hygiene worker. The physiological view is
presented in the more cautiously restricted statement offered by
Section 2, as follows:

Resolved, That the complexity of the question of the relation of
continence to health is recognized. It is generally admitted that
continence.in the sense of total abstinence from sexual intercourse
is not a physiologic state in the sexually normal adult. On the other
hand, the dangers and disadvantages to the individual and to the
race which ensue upon the infringement of continence in the young
unmarried man or woman are so serious that they outweigh the
possible physiologic disadvantages of sexual abstinence.
On the ground that dangers and disadvantages consequent upon

infringement of continence were the same in older persons, the word
"young"y was subsequently stricken out.
Meanwhile, the psychological section had also dealt with the

problem, their interest being chiefly in the alleged disastrous conse-
quences of repression of the sex instinct. It was accordingly inter-
esting to have Section 11 report on this subject as follows:

Resolved, That although there is danger that a superficial and
erroneous interpretation of the Freudian psychology m regard to
the repression of the sex instinct may be detrimental to the successful
development of the program for the control of the venereal diseases,
a more thorough-gomg, complete, and scientific interpretation tends
to aid such a programm that it places the emphasis upon the practical
means for guiding the sex instinct into socially useful and constructive
activities.
With the discussion which the- whole question of continence

aroused, representatives of the various sections concerned subse-
quently cooperated and drafted the resolution which was finally
adopted as expressing the views of the All-America Conference with
respect to continence.

This resolution is as follows:
Resolved, That the complexity of the question of the relation of

continence to the total well-bemg of the individual is recognized.
Although it is generally admitte that, after maturity, continence
in the sense of total abstinence from sexual intercourse is not a
physiologic state, nevertheless the dangers and disadvantages to the
indiiual and to the race which ensue upon the infringement of

continence in the unmarried man or woman are so serious that they
outweigh the possible disadvantages of sexual abstinence.

1629-
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Realy a part of the continence problem is a question propounded
toSection 11, as follows:

"Is there any danger that increasing success of programs of
repression of prostitution will bring about psychological or paychia.
tric damage through sex repression I"
To this the section returned the following reply:
Reslved, That at the present time there is not sufficient evidence

upon which to base a statement concerning aty possible danger of the
repre9ion of prostitution in producing psychological or psychiatrcal
mjuries through sex repression.
Taking up other psychological phases of the work in venereal dis-

ease control, Section 8 ealled attention to the fact that any adequate
program of sex education aimig at the development of sound nor..
mal attitudes toward sex and at the reduction of venereal diseae
must be based upon principles empirically determined. lFor this
reason the section-

Resolved, That research be encouraged for securing data conern
iug the sex hfe of normal individuals.
Of special interest to those guiding the educational and informa-

tional activities of the campaign against venereal diseases are the
staements made by Section 11 with respect to the psychological
stages in the development of sex.
Reohld, That there are definite Psychological stags in the develop-

ment of sex, although exact lines of drcatn between them can
not be indicated. In general, these stages are:

1. The infantile period, including approximately the years from
birth to 4.

2. The prepubertal period, from the age of 4 to the appearance
of pubert.

3. The adolescent period, from puberty to the age of approxi-
mately 25, or untl the time of marrage If it occurs eriier than this.

4. the marital period.
5. The senile period.
Resolved, That any program of education in relation to sex should

take accom t of these stages and should adapt informational matter,
teaching, and traing to the needs of eaci period. Furthermore,
In the practical application of this, it shouild be recognized that

what is characteristic or normal for one stage need not be character-
istic or normal for another, and the aim should be to avoid arrest at
any stage and to provide opportunities for the nornal and natural
progress of the individual to successive stages until complete develop-
ment, involvig normal sex relations in marriage, an satisfaction
incident to normal, happy, family life (icluding the satisfaction of
having and rearing chiF en) be attaimed.

Resolved, That any practical modifications of existing methods of
sex education which shoud be made in view of our knowledge of the
stages of sex development would involve practically a critique of the
whole sex-education program and, therefore, can not be considered
by the conference.

Jub15i,le
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Aemtba ofGecal Conference Committe aigned to Seion 11.
Dr. Willard S. Small, acting chairman. Dr. Adolf Meyer.
Mr. William A. White, vice charman. Dr. Thomas W. Salmon.
Dr. B. C. Gruenberg, secretary. Mr. Earl F. Zinn.

SECTION 12.
SOCIAL SERVICE.

Although originally no special section had been contemplated for
dealing with social service problems, a number of questions arising
in connection with the work of various other sections soon made the
organizationi of such a special section advisable. Attention has al-
ready been called to the emphasis placed on social service and follow-
up work in connection with the resolutions presented by Sections 2,
5, and 6. Following are the resolutions formulated by Section 12
and adopted by the Conference as a whole:

Resolved, That the basic pnciple of medical social service be recog-
nized and endorsed as essential to the efficient organization of a
venereal disease clinic. The work of the social worker is of value to
(a) the patient, through improving morale, removing obstacles to
attendance at clinic, and sustaining the interest of the patient in con-
tinuing treatment; (b) the clinic, through aiding in administration,
developing the efficiency, and broadening its scope as an educational
center, and in helping to create a friendly spirit of service; (c) the
community, through work concerned with the immediate control and
elimination of indivdual cases, in addition to influencing the progress
of the local venereal disease campaiegn in its broader aspects by
obtaining and aiding in the dissemination of information.

Resolvd, That a social record sheet should be kept upon all vene-
real disease cases, for the purpose of gathering information that will
be of assistance in (a) doing follow-up work; (b) tracing contacts;
(c) tracing sources of infection; (d) estimating the value of educa-
tional methods in vogue as a part of an antivenereal campaign; (e)
demonstrating economic loss to various industrial and other units in
the community; (f) demonstrating the social needs of the community,
e. g., recreational needs, housing needs, industrial conditions, and the
like; (g) demonstrating the distribution of infection; (h) demon-
strating types of prostitution, extent of solicitation, etc.

During the course of the discussions attention was called to a
phase of professional secrecy insisted upon in connection with vene-
real infections, a phase which seriously hampered social service.
Thus, most social service workers are wamed to be extremely cau-
tious about revealing, to the wife the fact that the husband in the
hospital has a venereal disease. In some instances a social service
worker not connected with the institution caring for the patient, but
active with the family in the home, is unable to learn that the patient
has a venereal disease. The section presented the following resolu-
tion, which was subsequently adopted by the Conference:

Resolved, That in order to increase the efficiency of the operation of
venereal disease hospitals and clinics through social service, greater
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attention be paid to the cormpleteness of the medical infomation put
into the handi of the medicaf and social service personnel attached to
the clinic for use in the care of the patient and in the protection of the
family, friends, and fellow workers through social service.

Members ofGeneal Conference Committee asigned to Section 12.

Mis Mary Wadley, chairman. Miss Florence Brown.
Dr. Gordon Bates, vice chairman. Mis Helen Grant.
Dr. Alec. N. Thomon, secretary. Miss Susie Lyons.

GENERAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE.1

Armstrong, Donald B., M. D., acting executive officer, National Health Council.
Aihbum, Percy M., Col. M. C., U. S. A., commanding officer, Field Service School;

Medical Dept., U. S. A., Carlisle Barracks.
Balliet, Thomas M., Ph. D., profesor of the scence of education and formerly

dean of the school of pedagogy, New York University.
Bates, Gordon, M. D., secretary, Canadian Council for Combating Venereal Diseases.
Bigelow, Maurice A., Ph. D., director, School of Praetical Arts, and profesor of

biology, Columbia Universty.
Biggs, Hermann M., M. D., health commmoner of New York State; president,

American Social Hygiene Assciation.
Blair, Mr. Elmer, chairman, public health committee, General Federation of

Women's Clubs.
Brent, C. H., Rt. Rev. Bishop of Westem New York, Protestant Episcopal Church.
Brown, Wade H., M. D., member, RockefeUller Institute for Medical Reearch.
Bryce, Peter, M. D., medical officer, Department of Immiation and Colonization.

Canada.
Chaddock, Robert E., Ph. D., associate profesor of statistics, COlumbia University,
Chamberlain, W. P., Col., M. C., U. S. A., chief, divison of field sanitation, War

Department.
Cobb, W. Bruce, New York City magistrate.
Coe, George A., D. D., Ph. D., dean, Union Theological Seminary.
Coffee, Rev. Rudolph I., D. D., Rabbi of Collingwood Avenue Temple, Toledo,

Ohio.
Cogswell, W. F., M. D., executive health officer, Montana.
Cooper, Rev. John M., D. D., Ph. D., instructor in religion, Catholic Universty

of America.
Crumbine, S. 3., M. D., executive health officer, Kansas.
Cunningham, John H., M. D., urologist.
Davis, Katharne Bement, Ph. D., general secretary, Bureau of Social Hygiene.
Davis, Oscar, M. D., president, State Board of Health of Texas.
Davis, William H., M. D., chief, vital statistics division, Bureau of Cenus, Depart-

ment of Commerce.
Desloges, A. H., M. D., diractor, division of venereal diseases, Quebec.
Dodson, George R., Ph. D., president, Miseouri Social Hygiene Association.
Drake, C. St Clair, M. D., director of public health, Illinois State Board of Health.
Dublin, Louis I., Ph. D., statistician, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
Edsall, David L., M. D., dean, Harvard University Medical School.
Emerson, Haven, M. D., medical director, U. S. Bureau of War Risk Insurance.
Engman, Martin F., M. D., professor of clinical dermatology, Washington Univerity

Medical School.

IThe geral oficrs and members of the seetariat were x officio mmber of the
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Evans, William A., M. D., D. P. H., editor, health departnent, Chicago Tribune.
Fiher, George 3., deputy chief scout executive, Boy Scouts of America.
Plexner, Abraham, secretary, General Education Board.
Foley, Edna L., president, National Organization of Public Health Nurses.
Fonseca, Dr. Olympio Oliviera Ribeiroda, member of the delegation from Brazil.
Fordyce, John A., M. D., professor of dermatology and syphilology, Columbia

University.
Fosdick, Raymond B., attorney; chairman, War and Navy Commissions on Training

Camp Activities.
Fox, Charles E., assitant district attorney, Philadelphia.
Frankel, Lee K., Ph. D., third vice president, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Freeman, Allen W., M. D., executive officer, Ohio State Board of Health.
Fronczak, Francis E., M. D., commissioner of health of Buffalo, N. Y.
Green, Frederick R., M. D., secretary, council on health and public instruction,

American Medical Association.
Hagner, Francis R., M. D., professor genito-urinary surgery and venereal diseases,

George Washington University Medical School.
Harris, Louis I., M. D., director, New York City Health Department.
Hastings, Charles J., mcdkal officer, Department of Public Health of Toronto.
Hayne, James A., M. D., executive health officer, South Carolina State Board of

Health.
Hazen, H.-H., M. D., professor of dermatology and syphilology, Georgetown Univer-

sity School of Medicine.
Irvine, H. G., M. D., director division of venereal diseases, State Board of Health

of Minnesota.
James, Henry, attorney member, board of directors, American Social Hygiene

Association.
Kelly, Eugene R.,. M. D.,-State commissioner of health, Massachusetts.
Keyes, Edward L., jr., Ph. D., M. D., professor of urology, Cornell University

Medical School.
Lawrence, Joseph S., M. D., chief, bureau of venereal diseases, New York State

Department of Health.
Lee, Roger I., M. D., professor of hygiene, Harvard University.
McClenahan, M. B., director, 4i,vision of venereal diseases, Provincial board of

health, Ontario.
McCormack, A. T., M. D., executive health officer, Kentucky.
McCoy, George W., M. D., director Hygienic Laboratory, United States Public

Health Service.
McLaughlin, A. J., M. D., assistant surgeon general, United States Public Health

Service.
Meanes, Dr. Lenna L., member of the Women's Foundation for Health.
Meyer, Adolf, M. D., professor of psychiatry, Johns Hopkins University.
Miner, Miss Maude E., Ph. D., secretary, New York Probation and Protective

Association.
Najera, Dr. F. Castillo, member of the delegation from Mexico.
Nelson, Robert B., scientific asistant, United States Public Health Service.
Nicoll, Matthias, jr., deputy commissioner New York State Department of

Health.
Norris, Charles C., M. D., associate professor of gynecology, University of Penn

ylvania.
Olin, R. M., M. D., executive health officer, Michigan.
Parker, Valeria H., M. D., chairman, social hygiene committee, National Ileague

of Women Voters.
Pedersen, James, M. D., lecturer on urology, Post-graduate Hospital, New York

City.
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Perin, Dr. Tomas, G., member of the delegation from Mexico.
Phelps, J. R., lieutenant commander, United States Navy, in charge of preven.

tion of communicable diseae, bureau of medicine and surgery, United States Navy.
Pound, Roscoe, Ph. D., LL. D., dean, Harvard University Law School.
Pusey, William A., M. D., profecsor of dermatology, College of Physicias and

Surgeons, University of Illinois.
Rankin, W. S., M. D., executive health officer, North Carolina.
Raycroft, Joseph E., M. D., professor of hygiene, Princeton University.
Rippin, Mrs. Jane Deeter, director, National Girl Scouts of America.
Ritchie, T. F., lieutenant colonel, R. A. M. C., representing League of Red Cross

Societies.
Rockefeler, John D., jr., chairman, Bureau of Social Hygiene.
Rose, Wickliffe, LL. B., general director, International Health Board.
Salmon, Thomas W., M. D., medical director, National Committee on Mental

Hygiene.
Spencer, Mrs. Anna Garlin, professor of sociology and ethics, Meadville Theological

School.
Stokes, John H., M. D., associate professor of dennatology and syphilology, Mayo

Foundation, University of Minnesota.
Swift, Homer F., M. D., aociate member, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search.
Thorndike, Edward L., Ph. D., professor of educational psychology, Teachers'

College, Columbia University.
Thrasher, Samuel P., superintendent, Committee of Fifteen, of Chicago.
Van Ingen, Philip, M. D., pediatrist, chairman executive committee National

Council of Child Health.
Vedder, Edward B., Col., M. C., U. S. A., officer in charge, Southern Department

Laboratory, U. S. Army.
Wadley, Mi Mary, chief of social service, Bellevue Hospital.
Walker, George, M. D., associate in surgery, Johns Hopkin University Medical

School.
Warthin, Alfred S., Ph. D., M. D., profesor and director of pathological laboratory,

University of Michigan.
Wende, Grover, M. D., profesor of syphilology and dermatology, Universty of

Buffalo.
Whitin, Frederick H., executive se tary, Committee of Fourteen, of New York

City.
Williams, E. G., M. D., executive health officer, Virginia.
Williams, S. Whitridge, M. D., dean, Johns Hopkins University Medical School,
Yars, RacheUe S., M. D., supervisor of education for women, division of social

hygiene, Illinois State Department of Health.
Young, Hugh H., M. D., clinical professor of urology, Johns Hopkins Universty

Medical School.
Zineser, Han , M. D., professor of bacteriology, College of Physi and Surgeons,

Columbia University.
REFERENCE RESOLUTIONS COMlITTEE.

Dr. John H. Stokes, chair- Dr. M. J. Exner. Mr, Jane Deeter Rippin,
man. Dr. B. C. Gruenberg. Dr, Thomas W. Salmon.

Dr. Gordon Bates. Dr. H. G, Irvine, Mrs. Anna Garlin Spencer,
Prof. M. A. -Bigelow. Mr. Bawom Johnson, Dr, A, N, Thomson.
Dr. Walter M. Brunet. Dr. George W, McCoy, Dr. A. S. Warthin.
Dr. Louis 1. Dublin. Dr. W. S. Rankin.
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Peaiden William H. Welch.
Vice presidents:

Agentiue-Tomas A. Le Breton.
Drazil-Placido Barbosa.
Cansda-.ohn A. Amyot, A. David, J. S. W. McCullough, Gordon Bell, H. E.
Yom.go A. S.oberts.

Egiauld-.r.Arthur Newaholme, .Col. T. F. Ritcbi.
.Ohile- .oe S. Salas.
Cuba-Juan Guiteras.
Honduras-Manuel Zuniga Idiaquez.
Mexico-Amgie Rriso Vascneelas.

.Snto mingo-J-aul Richmond.
Uned State.Hugh

e

. Cunming, Mritte W. Ireland, William C. rmisted,
Mazyck P. Ravenel.

Porto Rico.Francisco del Valle.
Treasurer: .3Imd Podle.
Mministmtive je : Wiliam F. Snow, chairman; Thomas A. Storxy; Claude
C. Pierce; Livingston Farrand.

Executive officer: Allen Winter.
Director of public information: Charles Bolduan.
Assistant executives: Robert H. Hoffman, Paul B. Johnso.Qn, Gertrude R. Luce, C. MI.
Sheridan,,f, E. Stimmeile, ODht'. Wadlin.

Section secretaries: Henrietta Additon, Walter H. Brown, Walter M. Brunet, Mary A.
Clai, Walter F. Cobb, William S. Edler, Max S. Exner, Martha P. Faleoner,
Benjamin C. Gruenberg, John V. Hart, Louis 3. Heath, Bascom Johnson, Alan
Johnstone, jr., Ormie-C. Lance, Charles E. Miner, Harry'E. Moore, IDavid Robinson,
Willard. Laurence C. Staples, Alec N. Thomson, George E. Worthington.

OURT HOLDS "SLEEPING SICKNES9" NOT IMPFENSARLE
UNDER C6MPENSATION ACT.

The following abstract of a court decision is taken from the ad-
vance sheets of the Northeastern Reporter, issue of June 21, 1921:
The claimant in Donovan v. Alliance Electric Co., 186 New York Supplement, 813,

received a bump on his head in the course of his-employment. He subsequently de-
veloped sleeping sickness, for which injury he was allowed an award by the New
York Industrial Commission. This award was reversed by the Supreme Court of
New York, Appellate Division, Third Department, in an opinion by Judge Woodward.
Dr. Kennedy, a witness, while admittinog that comparatively little is known of

sleeping, sickness, testified that recent experience has demonstrated that it is the result
of an infection and not the result of trauma; the fact that the claimant developed
sleeping sickness followi-ng the bump upon his head is merely a coincidence. The
evidence the court holds to be entirely insufficient to sustain an award. Judges John
M. Kellogg and Kiley dissented.



NECESSITY FOR FUMIGATING LIFEBOATS.
Surgeon Simpson, quarantine officer at the port of San Francisco,

recently made a report of an unusuial and interesting incident in con-
nection with the fumigation of the steamship Bali, bound in from
Java. Of the total number of approximately 100 rats destroyed as
the result of fumigation, 89 were destroved by the fumigation of the
four lifeboats. The accompanying photographs will evidence to
quarantine officers the importance of the careful treatment of life-
boats at the time of fumigation of vessels.

If the lifeboats are furnished with a tight covering, they can be
fumigated, and this is the practice that is often resorted to, allowing
an excess percentage of gas to compensate for leakage; but where
fumigation is a physical impossibility, life boats can be flooded with
water.

Rats are prone to frequent lifeboats of a vessel to a greater or less
degree because of a water supply that can be found there when not
available in other parts of the vessel.

DEATHS DURING WEEK ENDED JULY 2, 1921.
Summary of information received by telegraph from industrial insurance companiesfor
week ended July 2, 1921, and corresponding week, 1920. (From the " Weekly Health
index, " July 5, 1921, issued by the Bureau of tie Census, Department of Commerce.)

Week endel Corresponding
July 2, 1921. week, 1920.

Polices in force ......... 47,277,513 44, 236,202
Number of death claims .. 7,735 7,339
Death claims per 1,000 policies in force ................ &8 .5& 7
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Eighty-nine rats found in four lifeboats fumigated.

PLATE I.
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View inside of lifeboat. Twenty-six rats were found In this boat.

PLATE I 1L
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Dtaths froM all causes in certain large cities of the United States durinq the week ended
July 2, 1921, infant mortality, annual death rate, and comparison wvith corrcsponiding
week of precedi'ng yiears. (From the "Weekly Health Index," July .5, 19291, issued by
the Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce.)

Week endled Deaths undler 1 TInfantJuly 2, 1921. Average year. snor-
Estimated aiiiiual ~~~~~~~tality

City. Estimatiodi dannua rate,population, de~athe Week r'iosweekJuly 1, 1921.1 Total Death rt~ ended Prviu ended
deatlhs. rate.' ',0. July 2, year or Juily 2,

1921. years. 1921.3

Akron, Ohio...............22,9,193 31 7.1 4'9..8 2 '7 19
Albany., N.Y..1...........I15,y071 29 13.1 C 12.4 4 C3 90
Atlanta, Ga ..............207,473 57 14.3 C' 15.2 9 C77....
Baltimore. Md .............732,863 209 11.5 A 13.6 31 A 29.87
Birmingham Ala . 186,133 .54 13.1 A 21.1 9 Ai10 ...

Brdeort,6onn.
----------

149,967 23 8.0 A 13.1 4 A 8 . 50
Bufl,N. Y.............. 319,608 107 10.7 C 10.0 1 1 6
Cabige, Mass............110,444 24 11.3 A 11.6 3 A 3 54

Camden., N. J3..............119,672 26 11.3...... 2..........
Chicago, Ill...............2,780,635 550 10.3 A 11.6 C.8 A8S.....
Cincininati, Ohio... . ........ 403,418 104 13.4 C 11.2 11 C1 1073
Cleveland, Ohio ............831,138 163a 10. 2 CI 9.4 2.3 C 19 62
Columbus, Ohio.-.. .......243,338 52 11.1 C 11.1 5 C 5 .58

Dalas, Tex..............l16~,282 35 11.0 A 13.9 2 A 4
Daytoss, Ohio..............158,119 38 12.5 C 11.3 2 C3.
Dever, Colo..............263, 152 66 13. 1 A 12. 1 -----. ---

Dtoit, Mich............. 1,070,450 162 7.9 C 9.4 31 C 47 5
FalRiver, Mass ............120),668 24 10.4 C 11.7 6 C, 7 90

Grand Rapids,, Mich ..........141,197 19 7.0 C 12.8 3 C 10 51
Houston, Tex .............144,340 37 13.4...... 3..........
Indianapolis lad~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~......... 323,215 68 10.9 C 11.3 8 C7
Jeseit,s.J.302........ 788 59 10.2 C 8.2 11t C 6y....
KassivKan.s...........103,884 19 9.5 C 11.2 0 C 3.6

Kansas MO~rM............336, 157 77 11.9 C 12 4 12 C 13 ....

LoAngels Calif ...........611,921 140 11.9 A 12.5 15 All.71
Loel, Ms..............113,737 23 10.3 A 11.9 S A 5 129
Mmphis, Tenn.............165,389 57 18.0 C1 16.9 11 C 6.....
Minaols, Minn ...........392,'815 75 10.0 C 11.4 5 C 13 28
Nahil, Tenna............122,1036 38 16.2 C 15.8 11 C 3....
Nw Bedford, Mass...........125,012 24 10.0 A 14.7 4 A 7.6j
New Haven, Coann...........167,0(07 23 7.2 C8S.3 4 C 3 48
New Orleams, La............394,657 112 14.8 A 2). 1 16 A.19.....
New York., N. Y........... 5,751, 867 1,072 9.7 C 43.4 183 CIlS11 72
Newark, N.J..............424,885 87 10.7 C 8.9 16 C 9 71
Norfolk~Va...............121,260 33 14.2... 7 ....... 124
Oakland, Caif .............-226'472 43 9.9 A 10.1 5 A 3 63
Omiaha, Nebr............. 19766 52 13.8...... 6......
raterson, N.J.............137, 463 25 9.5 .-3.........
Piladelphia Pla .... ....... 1. 866 212 448 12.5 43.4 69 463k8
Pitbug Ila.............602,452 132 11.4 C 12.7 2t) C 23 71
Portland,(5reg........... 264,859 33 6.5 C 11.6 4 C 5 40
Providence, It ........... I239,645 C6 14.4 C 13.3 6 C 7 419

Richmond, a...........175,08 55 16.3 C 14.2 15 C 12 183
Rochester, N.Y ............303,229 53 9.1 C 11.0 6 Ci11 47
St. Louis, Mo..............786,163 171 11.3a C 9.6 19 C 19.....

St. Paul, Mian. ~~~~~~~~~237,71 4 8.8 C 11.1 3 C 10 30
Salt Lake City, Utah..........121,593 29 12.4 A 8.9 4. .62
Seattle, Wash .............32727 45 7.2 A 8.4 9 A 75
Spokane, Wash.............10-1,442 22 11.0 C 12.0 4 C 3 87
Springfield, Mass............135,877 22 8.4 C 9.5 2 C2 30
Syracuse, N. I .............177,26.5 41 12.1 C 15.9 6 C 6 72
Toledo, Ohio..............253,696 55 11.3 Al11.0 5 A 7 50
Treniton, N. J .............122,760 37 15.7 A 15.3 3 A66.....
Washington, D. C ...........454,023 101 11.6 A 11.4 14 A41(3 82
Wilmington, Del............113,408 35 lii. 1 C lo. a 3..........
Worcester, Mass ............181,972 30 8.5 C 12.4 4 C 9.4.3
Yonkers,, N.Y .............103,324 17 8.6 A 10.9 1 A 3 23
Youngstown, Ohio...........139,432 24 9.0 C 6.2 0 C2J 76

I nna rate per 1,009 population.
I "A" indic-ates data forthe corresponding week of the years1913 tol1917, inclusive. "C" indicates data

for the corresponding week of the ye-ar 1920.
3Deaths undcer 1 year per 1,000 births-an annual rate based on (leatlis undter 1 year for the wcek and

estimated births for 1920. Cities left blank are not in the registration area for births.
'Data based on statistics of 1915, 191(3, and 1917.



PREVALENCE OF DISEASE. -

No health department, State or local, can ctively prevent or control disease without
knowledge of when, where, and under-what condition cases are occurring.

UNITED STATES.

CURRENT STATE SUEMMARIES.

Tdelgaphc for Week Ended July 9, 1921.
These reports are prliminary and the figure ae subject to change when later returns are recved by

the State health ofimers.

ALABA..

Chken po ................ 4
Diphtheria ................. 9
Dysentery .2.................'8
Hookworm................ 41

M a ................ 6
Measles ................ 2
mumps..................1....1
Ophthalianeonatormm 1.................
Pellaga ................. 11
Scarletfever .................8,,,,,,.......B
Smallpox.................. 5

Tuberculosis ................... 9
Typhoid fever ................. 29
Whoopingcough.................. 4

ABEASA.

Chiken pox..............................
Diphtheria ..................................

llalaria.......................................
esles........................................

Peag.....................................
Scarletfever...................................
Smal x..................................

Tuberculosi..................................
Typhoid fever.................................
Whoopingcough...........;

CAUORNI.

Cerebrospinal meningitis:
Los Angeles...............................
SanFrancisco ............................

uen. a...................................

Poliomyelitis-San Francisco.................
Rocky Mountain spotted or tick fever:

LLsen County............................
Smalpox:

Butter County............................
Scattering................................

Typhoid fever.................................

8

3
128
4
14

5

13
21
20.
17

1

2
4
3

2

8
44
18

(163

COLORADO.

(Exclusive ofDenvr.)
Ca.s

Chiken P.................................
Dip . ...................................
M ess......................................
Mumps.......................................
Pneumonia ........
Scarletfever...................................
Smallpox.....................................
Tuberuos.................................
Typhoidfever.................................

3
18
29
15
3
10
22
2
5

CONnCnCUT.

Cerebroslnalmenngs.................... 2
Chicknpox.......................... 15
Diphth_ia ........................... 34
Influenza ............................... 1
Measles:

Hartford ........................... 15
Waterbury .......................... 10
Scattering ..............................;; 168

Mumps .......................... 19
Pneumonia (lobar) .......................... 5
PoNmeltis................................ 3
&karlet ferer:

Torrington (B) .......................... 35
Scattering......38.Fctern.........................38

Tetanus .......................... 2
Tuberculosis (all forms) ...................... 35
Typhoidfever .......................... 8
Whoopingcough .............'.'.'.;.41

DELAWARZ.
Diphtheria ........... .1
Malaria .............. 1
Meas'er .............. 1

Scarlet fevor:
Wilmington ............ 8
Lees ..^.... 2

Tuberculosis ............. .

8)
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DAwARm-coltifUed. Cas.

Typholdfever. ....................
Whoopingcouh. .................... 3

FLORIA.
Diphthei........................... 9
Influen. ......................... 2
Mataria.. ..................... 8
PnOuoInia. ......................... 3
Sma x . ...................... 24

homa...................... 1
Typhoidfevor. .................... 6

GORGIA.
Chickenpox . ................... 7
Diphtheria . .................... 13
Dysentery (amebic) . .................... 2
Dysentery (bacillary)) . .................... 7
Germanmeasles. .................... 2
Hookworm. .................... 7
Malai. .. 62
Measles. . 3
Mumps,,................. , .5
Paratyphidfverr. ...............3
Scarletfever . .............. 7
Septicsormthroat. .............. 2
Smalpx . . ............. 21
1a ..ma . .................... 1
Tubeculouso(punonary) ............... 48
Typholdfever. ................. 90
Whooplng9ough.. ..........1}3

- IDAHO.
Cbickenpa...................................
Scarlet fever .......

8m.....................................
Typhoid fever.................................

ILWOI5.

5
1
2
1

July 15,1921.

IOWA. cas.
Diphth........ 12
Poliomyelitis ........ 1
Scarlet fever ........ 11
Smallpox........ 48
Typhoid fever ........ 2

KNAS.

Cerebrospinal meningitis ................. I
Chicken pox ........5
Diphtheria ................. 18
Dysetery (badllary) ................. 1
Inuenza .................1
Measles................. 22
MUMps,,,,,,,,............................. 4
Pellagra .......... .. 1
Pneumonia............ 2
Poliomyelitis ........ . 2
Scarlet fever ........ 24
Smallpox . . ......... 2s
Tuberculosis . . ...... 25
Typhoid fever ........ 25
Whooping cough .......... 71

LOUISIANA.
Diphtheria ........... 8
Smallpox. ... ,,,............. 6
Typhoid fever ........... 32

Chicken pox........... 4
Diphtheria....... 3
Measles ....... 21
-Mumps. ....... 1
Scarlet fever ....... , 15
Septic sore throat ........1
Smallpox. ....... 7
Tuberculoss...... , 3
Typhoid fever.8 .........; : 8
Iw noopig cougn ........................ di

Cbtospinal menngitis
Monthceo .....1.. ............... .R.TLAND.I.
ZionCity................. . I Cerebrosplual miningitis ................ 1

Dipht:a Chicken pox.. ..- ............. 15
ChiScago .....,~*127 Diphtheria ......." 20

Scattering . .32 Dysentery...... 16
Infla..... . . I Inflea................... 4
Pneumnia . . ..... 75 Lethargic encephalitis. 3
PldieayelifsfI malaria..

'Chkzio......................3 MeAses .......7...............62
East St. Louis ..........1 Mumps.11
Evansto . .1....... Ophthalmia noonatrum. 3

Hrgnd Park . .. 2 Paratyphoid fever ................1
Pdo o . ..1 Pneumonia (all forms) .11

Springfield . . 2 Plomyltis..........
Waukegan ...1 Earlet- fever. 8
Zion City .................................. Smpox................................... 2

Scalt fever. Tuberculosis ................. 72
Chicago . . ...... 23 Typhoid fever .. 38
Scattering ........ . 44 Whooping cough.. 91

. . ........ 15
Typhoid fever . ......... 30 XA5ACHUSMS.

*DIUfA. Cerobrotpinal meningitis ................. 2

Dihtheria. - - 47 Chicken pox........ 73
d nyel Grant-Ct .............. 1 Conjunctivitis (suppurative) ................. I

Sew) fever;. ..;................ 29 Diphtheria... 106
Bmapm.. .........;. 37 Gemnan measles. 8
Typhifever.........A*,:, .18 ILethagic encephslitis ... a

532WO-21-1 lWeek ended Fridsy.
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Maisria. *
S4otiuo. ss

M e...................... 271
MuMS.................... 28
Ophthalmis.neonatorum. ......... 14
Pneumonia (loba).. ar)........... 22
Poliomyelitis.................. 3
Scarlet fever....... ... ..... 72

Tubarculsis(au korm). ................ 1in
Typhodoeer.............. er..... is

W heptein gogh..................... 11

Chieke pox.................. 10
Diphtheria............4.4..... 28

gMe as.............. es...... 21
Pten azin..... enia.;.4.........

P l le,nits'.................... 1.
Scarlet fever...................46
Smallpox ..................33
Tuberculosis....................
Typhoid fever.................. .132
WVhoopingeough....... .2.....

Diphtheria................~... 1
Scaret feveir ................... j

Typhoid fever....................25

Diphthera.................. 6
Rocky Mountain spotted or tick fevert.

Scarlet fever..................2
Smallpox ............... ...0
Typhoid tvfevf.--

NERRASA.
Chicken pox.................. I
Diphteia,....................a

M ...................7
Mumps...................... 2
Scadlet fever .......

Beatrice ...................
Nuck.olls, County ..............22
Scattering..................19

Tetanuus..... .............. . 2
Tuberculosi......... .12.........
Tryphod fever................. .3
WhoopingeCou& ................

Chicken po ..................

Diphtheria ...................

measles.....................

iumsu:........................

Tuberculosis...................

Wboig t-................

1

15

1

2

4

14

NEw YORK. *... Came.
(Exolusiveof New YorkCitY-)-.)

Diphtheria....................137
Influen.................

Pneumonia . ~~~...... 66.....
Polamnyellis:

Elhcottvile....... .1..%......
Syracuse.-t.......1.... ...

Scearletf.v.......
Smallpox .................

Typhoid fever...................12
Wbeepiugesugh..................3

NORTH CAROLiNA.
Cbleken pox ..................1
Diphtheria................... .16

Ophtbalmlaneonatorm............ I

Scartetfever..... .

Septkclore-throat.....2Smallpox.......... ..

Whoopibg cough. :::....183...

SOVO1kV !6AX0TA.
Diph"mtlra 7... .....

Measles........ ......... 7
Pneuimoniia...........
Scarlet fev,er..1.............
Smallpo ................... .22
T'iberculos ............. . 4
Whooping cough............... . 3

Chickeni pox......:, ........ . ?~2-9
Diphthbria..... ................. )

sex 7......t....ter.... 5
1Ie~~~~sLe4.s~~~~o

S ..a..pox. ..... ....... "A . 47
TyplooId.fever........ :.' .v4...

Whooping cough.. ............ ..76

Chicken pox ...................47
Meal...................... .68
Mumps.................... . 6
Pneaumona................... .1
Pollomyelift; ................. .3
Scarlet fever....................12
Sma1lpolr...........
Whoopingecough .................. 37.

WAShiGTON.
Chicken pox.................. .10
Diphthkeri.................. . 11
Measles.................... .48
Nu,m .....s................5
Scarlet lever...................12
smallpox.................... 41
Tuberenlotis ........ ... .... . 11
Typhoi fevet....... ....4
WhoAoping cough .........

Diphtheria.................................... 137
...........................

.......... 0 ..........

Pduamyemis.
zlhmttviue.................. %............ I
Syrseuse ........................ ...... I

Eleariat ..........

.... ................................

Typhoid fever................................. 12
Wbeeping eaugh.............................. 3K

NOR= CAZOLTNA.
Cbleken pox .................................. 10
Diphthwia..................................... 16
'I PASIPS ....................................... 47
ophtbabnb noonatorm...................... I

3
Bearistfem ........ .. 31............

Septk tore-thrmt........ -2................

...................................

Ymooptng cough ...............

BOV'MV .6AXOTA.
7tDiph"kmft ....... ..........

measim............... ............... 7
Pnetimoiiia....................
Searlet-fei,er............................
SmaupbIr ..................................... 22
TsibacukoLs........................ 4
Whooping cough .............................. 3

IXXA&
Cluckeii pox........... :.,7 ................. 2-9
Diphthtria ...................................... 33
pys .0017...........1...... t..% ...... 59

Bo
............... .......

47

......... 4. 'L. e'v 4.,., r8
Whooping cough.. ....................... 76

Chickenpox................................... 47
NeaAw........................................ 68
Mumps........................................ 6
Pneanumda..................................... 1
PolionWelift;.................................. 3
Searkt fever.................................... 12
smnupol-c.................... ...................
Whooping cough ................................. 37

IwAQT"w,ftIrd%w
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wS vmoui am0s.

phtheria.3......... 3
Germanesl .......1

mosi ............... ;........ 2
Scarlet fever ......... 2

Smanlpox ........ 10

Typhoid fever.4

WCO.
Miwaukee

........ .

a.................

Me es....................................

Pdisnyelt.............................
Sculet fevr..............................
Smal.po..............................
Tubercuo.si...........................

W o..........................

11
10
5
2
6

2
48
11

July 15, 1021.

wCoNsW -continued. Caes.
BSatteig:

Chken pox......................... 22
Diphteria ....................... 25

Germanmeasles ....................... 2

Infueza....................... 5

Lethargc encealitis:

Calumet County-Brillion............. 1
Jefferson County-Watertown.........

SaukCounty-Baraboo ............... 2

measles........................... 23

Poliomnyelitis ....................... 2

Scarlet fever ........... .......... 36

Smallp ox.. ,, .....,..................... 53
oma.1...........

Tuberculosis .......... 17

Typhoid fever ..................... 3

Whooping cough .......... 70

Repots for Week Ended July 2, 1921.

DSTNICT COLUXEI. Cases

Chickenpo. ................. 5

DiphUeria .....12

1(eas!.s .... 43

Sfarletfever ........;.; .............. 4

Tubeculosi..' 19

Typhoid fever ........ ....2
Whooping cough............ 34

Cerebtosplnaltu tl-jefe nCounty 1
Chickenpox ........ 3

Diphtheri.. 18
Dysentery 18

Mal1aria .................. 6

JMeler: 17
Mt .....1. 7

ExNTucKYceontinued. Cases.

Mum ps.............................. 4

Paratyphoid fever ........................... 1

PellUa .............................. 1

Pneumania .............................. 9

Poliomyelitls-Daviess ty ............. 1

Sarietfever............................... 15

Septic sore throat ............ 2

Smallpox:

ul?ton County ......................... 15

County ....................... 8

Scattering .............................. 13

Trachoma .............................. 2

Tuberculosi .............................. 13

Typhoid fever:
Estill County ........................... 10

Boattering .............................. 49

Whooping o ............................ 39

'SUMMARY OF CASES IREPORTrED;. MONTHLY BY STATES.
The Sflowing summary of monthly State reports is pubished weky-and covers only those States from

wbcheportaare reived during thecurmtwedk.

state.

Massachusetts (Ju ne).. 9 624 12 7 1,5 1 4 492 59
ebraska(J ,.. ................35 .. .... 87 . 4 100 2006

NewM.o (M........... 1 14 ... 24 15 10NoewrMeico (June) .. 61 ...... 2 110 ... 12 5 11
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- II~~~ECIPROA NYIFCATIO.
Cun"eticut-Jute, 1921.

Cas of communicabk dea refefmd during AJ , 1921, to other Stte health depart-
um-ents by department of health of the State of Uonnecticut.

Disea e andloality Of ri Reerred tolecalth authority of- Why referred.
cation.

Divithd:
Nasw Londan, COMn------ State Beard of Health, Providec Patie,aruudent of Westly, R.

R.1I. I was taken to theNew Lendon
Is)pl, Connecut, for treat-

..merit
EpuMSmWOcePh&is:

Greeiwicb, Conn.......... StateBad of Health,Newark,N. J. Patient was livq in Newark, N.
J., at onset of disease. f was
bro. t to , onn.,

Measles:
Mltrd,Conn...........S3tate Board of Health, Providece, Patient loft his home in Woon-

B. I. sockett, R. I., to go to summer
homein Woodmont (Mllford)
CDni. on June 16, becoming il
Wke June 19.1

Jtiddletown,nxi..... StateBoard ofHealth,Newark,N.3. Patie lt a N. J. May

June 9.
.. ~~~~~patisent had played witba du

Brooklyn, COiM...St..atDWIp tuistetPubll Heath, Fater oichfidiIlwithwad*ute
BosG ytOBOOOtIA_O1.T~~Ph(iki Bosten, ~mass. shlpsmilkdallt3eMwTyphoid fever. -

state Deprtnt of bealth Patiet arived rIwirnmaatle,cmm . AIba. N.Y. S Con., from New 'York City on
'.ine '14, bee n 1 wth
troid Jw3. .1n

H , Conn........... txteStateDepartment ofaubl Ifth, Pai vt phgddad
Harts_,Cen.Bot MXi Northmtn M ; w aw-

. ~~~~~~~parentlyrn theiebatenerol
of the disease.

8~atfced,Cetm . .........P... .............. Patint wasi theinenbtons
wwhnshevisited Holyake,
on M ay 22 the onmieC the

. ~~~~~~~~dispesebeing a Z7........

PLAGUK'
HUMA CASES OFIMAGft wolq''igi*

Place. Period covered. Caes. Deaths. Remarks.

C(llfrnis: 1921.
tanBeikCuniiy.1y... Feb7b. ...... 1

.~~~~.........

IAsAsunu r ofthereportsreeeived of the occrreneofplagu and the finding ofplague-infectedrodents
I. thsUnit Ses duing if waspubsed In PubieXedba Reports, Jan. 7,1921, p. 1

PLAGUMENFUrCED ROBEOIS.

FaibCted.
Cafornia: 1921.

San Benito County...... ...... May 15 to June 4 ............................8
Florida:

Pensacola ........ Jan. 1toApr.18 ........... . ... _ ..

Apr. 19 to July 9 . .0
Louisiana:

NewOrleans .......Jn. 1 to May 2B . ........................... 38
Mays27 to Jliy 9......................... 0

Texas: 0
Galveston .. ..................... 1.

May29,tpJuly9 .. ...... .. 0

IGround gquirel, CitcUJbeec

Ja is.Io.
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-TYPIfJS FEV1ER
Navajo Indian Reservation, Siproek, N. Mex, June 26-July 9, 1921.1

During the two weeks period ended July 9, 1921, one new case of
typhus fever and one death from that disease occurred on the Navajo
Indian Reservation near Shiprock, N. Mex. Delousing was proceed-
ing satisfactorily. A survey of conditions throughout the reservation
showed no spread of the disease to adjacent agencies or reservations.

CfTY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED JUNE 25, 1921.
CEREDROSPINAL MENINGITIS.

Thecolumn headed "IMfedian for previous years" gives the median number of cases reported during the
corresponding weeks of the years 1915 to 1920, inclusive. In instances in which data for the full six yea
areincomplete, the median-i that for the number of years for which information is available.

Week ended Week ended
MeinJune 25,1921. Medine 51921.

City. !Oror111City.. cjases. s
years. Cass. Deaths. ye. Cases. Deat s

California. New York:
os-ees ......... ........1

SanFracisco ........ 1 ........ NewYor5 53
flllnoiv .... ... ......Ngara Fals .0 1 1

Chikago.. ............ 3 3 1 Ohio:.
Maryland: ......Dayton. .... 0 1.

MarLltIi1iore . .......11.. Pennsylvania:
Maschusetts: < ......Philadelphia . 01

Everett. ............. ..... Rhode Isla:
Michigan: -:.Providence.0..... O 1.

Detroitu... , - Q-1 2 Tennessee:
HlghandPark . ....*.- . O0 1M......emphis ............ 0... 1

Musk.. 0...1. VIn........... i1 ..a:Minnesota: Ilchon.0. 1.hmnO1
Mia .......... 0 1...... Wionsin:

New Jersey:.... .. .. ............... MilUwaukee.1 1......
Phupbr 1 1

DIPHTHERIA.

See p. 1649; also Telegaphic weekly reports from States, p. 1638, and Monthly
summaries by States, p. 1641.

INFLUENZA.

city. Cae. Deaths. City. Cases. Deaths.

Alabama: Massachusett:
Birmingm. .................. 1 Boston.................... 1

Caiornia: M,ic n:
Berkeley. ................ D e.4.troit.4.
SanFrancisco......5. .NewYork:

Jis: New York................ 33

Chiago .................. 3 1 ...........
Kayland: Pennva:

hladel................ I ..........Phphi. 2 .

LEPROSY.

COnhio: I

LETHRGIC IENWHUIS.T

a
........................... 2

0I.~.d2.......,..
On. Hd.._ . . ,. . I

! SW Publs Helt Reot, May n,s21,p. 1190; Jun 24, 1921, p.- 1468; and July 8,191, p. 1572.
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CITY REPQRTS FOR WEr 3 JUNE 25,1.921-Continued.

City. Cases. Desiha. City. Cau. D,ghs.

Mu~gemery.~I............. .......... Akleddi ............... 1
Arkansa: B1... . B. RRa .

Litte Rak. N................. a ...*
North LittlaRock I .w Y s:

Califarni Btow .. .

Berkeley .1 . Now York:
Los Angeles. . .. NewYk .......4

Georgia: n
Atlanta. 3 , 1 1. 2 1
Brunswick ............... ...

Savannah . 3 2B.. 1 3

flfte: ortArthur .... 1
Chicago ...,.

1. . _.. . . ....... .,

MEASLU.
See p. 149; alo Telegraphic weekly report. from Stae, p. 1638, and. Monthy

summajee Xy SE%tek P. 1@1.
PEBLL&AGRA.' ;-

City-. cum Delhs. City. ae Ax.

Alabam:- : ;,;
..........IL Lousanaeb eu:Mlo ery_..... . ...... _.. * , *2 Alexandria..........

North IAttleRock 3 B.... Nrt mlns. -

Georgiwa Charlotte........... 2
Atlanta.. .............. ...........

l!oitRccKa@sa.w, WotinsienSalem ....

Topeka ............ Te1. . Te
Kentucty: Mempbis .............. .......

Louisvlle..... ..;.... I Tex: -

_____________________________N____ ___ _F R.S. ..

Alabama:
Birminghan...........
Mobile.................

------. -

Arizna:
Tueson...............

Berk!ey...............

Sacramento....

San Ikacisco..........

SCaua(kuz..............
Colorado:

Denver ......
;XeV... ..........
Grenwichar............... ._

New Haven..........

Waterbury
Delaware _.

B ... a...........
..ng on..............

Georgia:
avanah................Blvannah...........

Mono I
Alton
Bhil bln

1

2

I

211 21

a
I
I

2.

I

2

a

1

7

2

...... _tI

...............i.i1
.1

I

'I,:

5

a
2

..........i

L.,...
I

IinoLs-Cont1uue&
Galesburg..
La Sle
Oak Pash.....&ll..................

Kokowo. ..............

'Marien.......
TerreHaute........

'Ian -
anzait. ._..

.
_-- 7.-

Kolc..................
LM ..............
Batimorea............
Ada ........._......

Tepeia ......
ichist ............

Covlngon

Le..ingo.............

elUmore.........
Adns..

Fall River.......

Haverhll . .
LoweL. j

. ..-.....

1,

.2-

2V

-1

. '-'

7.. 3

P; r. 1S-

I

I

9

I-?.
['1",



1645 Tuly 15, 1921,

CY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED JUNK 25, 1921-Continued.
PNEUMONIA (ALL FORMS)-Continued.

City. Cases. Deaths. | City. I Cases. Deaths.

1Machusetts-Continued.
Pittield.................
Quincy..................
Salem....................
81e...e..............
methbrildle..............

Sprnfed...............
Tikunton.............
Watertown...............
Winthrop................
Worcester................

Michigan:
Ann Arbor...............
Detroit...................
Orand Rapids..........
Hamt ..............
Hihland Park...........

Xzo.......... .....
Muskegon..............
Port Hum ............

Duluth............
Hibbing...........
Minepolis......

St. Paul.......l

Missouri;

Kans City ....... .

St. Ioeph .....I
Montana:

Great Falls.......

New Hamp
Keen...................

r...............
NeW Jersey:

Elizateth ......
Garfield..................
Haeken k.............s

.ooe.................

West New York...
West Oran.............

NeWY .. .....
Alba . ..........
tBiamt..o...............
Iethaca ok.....

..........

..........

..........

..........-
s

1

1

...... ..i. .
3..........
3
35
6

........3.

3

5
4

9

I
1

1

2

1
1

1

4

1

12
1

2

I
..........

1

1
1

3

..........

4
.'''.''''i

6
..........

..........i

,1''' '''''i

5
1

New York-Continued.
Jamestown.
Lackawarnna .. -...

Lockportc.
Mount Verono.
NewYork.

INiagara Falls.
Po¶hkePse.pi

Watervliet...............
White Plains............
Y n................

Yonkers..........
North Carolina:

Durham................
Greensboro..............

Ohio:
Akron...................
Cincinnati...............
Cleveland................
Columbus................
C1oshocton ................
Dayton................
Findlay................
Mansaold................
Newark...............
Sandusky..
Toledo.....
Youngstown............

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma City...........

Orepn:Portland.................
Pennsylvania:

Philadelphia............
Rhode Island:

Cranston..............
Providence............

Tennesree:
Memphis.................

Texas:
El Paso..................

Utah:
Salt Lake City...........

Virginia:
-Portmouth..............
Richmond................

West Virginia:
Charlston................
Huntington..............
Wheehlig.................

Wisconsin:
Raeine...................

1

2

137
..................Fj

1

3

........ ..

7..........,
II

..........

..........

..........,

1.......*........

39

..........

..........i-1
2
1
2

..........

...........

I

1

...............

1

4

21

1
4

21

1

2

1

1

1

2

POLIOMYzITs (INFANTILE PARALYSIS).
The column headed "Median for previous years" yves the median number of cas reported during the

eorrespcnding weeks of the years 1915 to i, Inclusive. In instancsin which data for the-fil six years
arelneompklte, the median is that for the number of years for which infmation is avaiable.

Week ended Week endedMedin Jun ,21921. Median June 25, 1921.
City. forpm city. for pre-vious Cae.Detiorpre

years. Cys. Deaths. years. Cases. ths.

California. Mihia:
Oakland ...0...... O 1 Aipea....... 0 1.
San Franco ....... 0 1 Detroit...... 1

ConDiut: Missouri:
NewHaven ........... 0 1 1 St. Lais............. 0 5 2

1fln1s Nebraska:
Auror ............a ........ ........1 Omaha ............ 0 1.
Chica . . 1 2 1 NewJers¶:

1N. .. 1o s ...n.....1 ........ ....

SpriugfO.s.d. 0 1 New York:
Mama.auaettn New York.8 3 .3

........... 0 ........ Ohio:. . . . i.. . .. .........Cloveland ......0 1 ...
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Cm 3EP?OR "OR NEEK IDE JUN 25 lh21-Ce.tinu.
NABJ= IN

SCA LET FEVEL

See p. 1694; also Telegraphic weekly reports from States, p. 1638; and Monthly
summaries by States, p. 1641.

The column headed "Median for previous yers" gves the median number of cases reported during the

orrespoDding weeks of the ears 1913 to I20, i e. I innces fn which data theAA ax years
&re incomplete, the median I that for the number of years for which infwmtion is avaib.

Bi ing.........
Mlob ile...........

Californa:
LOS Ae..........

Pasade a...........
Richmod...........
Riv ddee............
Sacramento..........
San Bernrdino.
San Fradw o.........

Colorado:
Denver.....
Pueblo......

Atlanta ..............
Sa-anna . ...;

I3linois:
Bloomington.....
Danville ..........

Indiana:
Bloomingto.........
Fort Wayne..........
Indiaapolls..
LGgansp ort...
Marioi.........
South Bed..........
Terre Haute..........

Iowa:
CUntan ..............Clinton
Des Mo..........

oCiy.........
X89cti.e..........
Na-so,te..

Fort Scott...........

IKaSiMSaCty.
bP.............
W.............

Leigon......
Louisiana:.7

Alexndria...........
New Orleans........

X p...............
Ao Arbor..........
Battle Creek .........
Dok...............
Highnd Palc.rk
Saul .te. Marie......

a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Week endied L W0*en&cCltuneItn}e26, 1921. Ity. meidplasn June26, 192L

Cit. rpre- Jue2_____iy forpre-. th
vious viousyearS. cas

Deaths.
eahs

1
0

0
0
0

0
0

O

I

6
0

0
1

0
1
4
2
1O
0
0

. ff

0'
1

4
1
0
I

''''''i'

0
2
2
14
1

,1
0

7
5

I
4

2
1

27
1

2
1

2I

1
11010
12
1
1

1

32
a

1
3

1
4
3
2
a

1 .

I
I1,
21.

2 .

''' ''i
........
.. .............
................
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........
........

........

........

........

........
1

........

....@...

*@.-.. .6.
........
........
...X....
........

........

Mlinnestat
Duluth..............
Mankat............
19,13AP-018.........
St.Cled............
St. Pa ............

Missouri
anasCity. ...-

St. Los............
Montana:

.ail...........GreatZah........
Nebraska:

incoln..............
Nevada:

Reno..............
New Jersey:

Newoa .........Trento ..........
West New York...

New York:
North Tonawanda...

North Caroina:
Chsrh*tte.......Winston.Salem.-..

North Dakota:
Fargo................

Ohio:
Akron...............

Cev..........Lancaster............_............Neark............8pt ld...........

o..............

Charleston...........
onbi............80uhgsdna

N hvie...........
Texas:

Fod Worth........
Galveston...........

Utah:
Salt Lake City.
VlRadmond..........

Washh'Igtea:
ale...........

*Taenna.....900

a
a
18
a
2

4
1
a
1

.3

2

O
.0........

........

a

0
0
1
IL

1
7

8

0
0
I

3
0

8
03
0
SQ
1

6
s18

6-

1
19

3

2
.1

2

1
3
3'
I
2

1
3

3

1

14.1

.4:

, {.n

.3 .....



1647 July 15,1921.

CITY EEOwS FOR WE ENDED JUNE 25, 1921--Costinued.
SEALLPOX-Contnued.

Week ended Week ended
Median June 25, 1921. Median June 25 1921.

City. for pre- , City. for pre-
vious vious
years. Cases. Deaths. years. Cases. Deaths.

West Virginia: Wisconsin-Continued.
Wheing.0 it........ Madison.............. 0 1.

Wionsin: Milwaukee ...... 4 1.
EauClaire... 0 3 ........ Sheboygan.0 .

Fon duLac.: I........ Superior ............. 2 1.

TETANUS.

City. Case. Deaths. City. Cases. Deaths.

Bhinela New York:
Chicago....... C.........I Cohoes .,.11

Meknsetts: Jamestown ....1 1
Boston. ..... 1 NewYork 1

Minnes6ta: Ohio:
St. Pal ............ . ......1. Cleveland................ 1...1

NewJy:.y
Atlntic City.......1 1
Orangc ..1..I.. 1.
Trenton ............ 1._

TU}BE:RCULOS. . .

See p. 1649; also Telegraphic weekly reports from States, p. 1638.

TYPHOID FZVER.

ne column headed "Mcdian for previous years" gives the median number of cases reported during the
correspondng weeks of the years 1915 to 190, inclusilve. In instances in which data for the full six year3
are incoulplete, the median is that for the number of years for which information is available.

. Week ended M *anWeek ended
IMedian Wuee ended21 Median Juine 25,1921.

City. vioers June 25, 1921. City. viores J
years. Ca Deaths. years. Cases. Deaths.

I~

Annion.......
Birnmingham.........
Mobito .........
Montgomerg.........

Arkansas:
Litt'e Rock..........

California:
Alameda.............
Berke!ey.............
Long Beach..........
LOs Ang!s..........
Oakland.......
Ban Francisco.

Colorado:
Denver..............

Connecticut:
Bridgeport............
Hartford..........
New Haven...:::::::
Stonington..........I
Waterbury..........

D)elawev:

W B
.............

District of Columbia:

AtI
gtC............Gleo Wdashingt:

Vtaidhta........

0

9
2
3

2

0

1
0

5
3
4

1

1
...... ..

,....

2

2
*---....

1
6

1
1-1

2

1
1

1

3

1

1

1
2

1

1

5

2

4

1

........i
4

........

........

........
'''''''i

1

........

1

1

........
0. ......

ILUnoi
Chicago..............
Gatest lrg............

Indiana:
BioomiRgton..........Evansvlfue............
Indianapolis.........

Kansas:
Hutchinson..........
Kansas City.........

Kentucky:
Leoxngton...........
Louisille............

Louisiana:
Baton Rouge........
New Orleana.........

Maryland:
Baltimore............
Cumberland.........

Massachusetts:
Boston...............
Brookline............
Fall River...........
Holyoke .............
Lawrence............
Lowell...............
Maiden..............
New Bedford...
Qupincyged...........Springfield......

6
0

0

0

1

1

0

3

0

4

6
0

4
0

2
0

0

0

0

........
1
1

7
........

1

7

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

.-1
I

........

........i

........

........

........i

1
........
........
........i

........

1

........

........

........

I...



July 15,1921.

CITY REPORTS FOR WEEz 1NDED JUNE 25, 19I-Continued.
TYPBOID -FEVER-Continued.

Median Week endod Mediand Week endedMoinjune 25, 1921. Meia Tune 23, 1921.
City. ro preM City. forproevious viotis

years. Cases. Deaths. Years Cas. Deths

Massachusetts-Contd. Ohio-Continued.
Waltham ............ 0 1 ...... Columbus........... 2 1 .
Worcester ............ 1 1........ LAma............... 0 1.

Mlchigan: Newark......1 1
Ann Arbor ........... 0 1...... Oklahoma:
Detroit .............. .5 3 ....... M e0 3 .........Flint .............. 0 1....... Oklahoma City........ 0 1........Minnesota: Tusa ...... 2 2.
Mn yolis.........1........ Oregon:
Z. P .......... 0 2....... Portland............0Virginia ............ 2. Fen lvi

Missouri: Philadelp.a. 10 4 1
Kansas City ......... 1 1 1outh Carolina:
St. Louis ............ 2 6 2 Charleston.9 1

Montana: Columbia 0 ........Great Falb .......... 0 1....... Tenness:
Nebraska: Memphis .1 2

Omaha .............. 0 1.Nahville........ 4.
New Jersey: Texs.

At'anti City ........ 0 1 1 Beaumont.1 1 1
Trenton0 .............. O1.Dallas.... 4 ....New York: Fort Worth 3......... 3.uffalo .............. 1 2 .PortArthur................Mount Vernon....... 0 1
NewYork ........... 21 16 0k%tchburg ...2........Niapra Falb........ 0 1...... 2 3 .......North Tonawanda 0 ........ 1 Richmond...... 1;.I 1 .
Rochester ............ 0 2 ... Washingtn:Tro .....1 1.Seatt!e ............. . 0 ......North Carolina West Virginia:
Durham ............. 2 3....... Blhefeld ............. O ....WinstonSalem ...... 2 1........ Charleston ........... 4 2....Ohio: Wisconsin:
Canton ..... . 0 2.... Milwaukee........... 2 4.Cincinnati ........... 1 ........ I 0 1Cleveland ........... 2 3........

TYPHUS FEVU.L
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.errY uiseM OR7 WESK ONDED JUNE 25, 1921-Continued.
DIPTL4 MRASL~, SCAMLE? 13Y33, AND TUBERCULOSS

D1phthUia. Measles. Scarlet Tuber-Popula- Total fever. eulo3is.
City. I 192, fromsu6Ject'to all . A AeO*rreton. auses. 8

co 4 Q 4 0

Anntn.................
.....'dmm.............
Mob...................
mmtmery......

:rmm
Tucson.....................

A&rkuns:
FortSmith.............
lAttleoek ................
North LittleR .........

Am ..................
Bu^......

LB3c.................
LoA .................

d8" . .......
S" .^...,.........

&anta Barbara.....
&aam6aiu.................
oble... ........

8 - t{ ............... ....dP--...................

Tride ...................

Conneetieut:

- _-.................'
Cob ...8...........

n-(ety) ......
N.w- av!n........--.

New. . .............

r...................

ty.).............

(tow).. ..

Delawarr
W hington............

Mu6 .)...............
ot (o...............

BNd....................
Atlet.

SaDvnnah..........
Valdos ...........g6e.......................

Alon.....................

Arora..................
Bmoonungtom.........VEatrak... ....

o.-ao..v.................-.

- ......................
a........................

B St. LAM.............
b..t..................

Rvan.aft..................
.u....... ......

.t...............
Enake....................

wuu1on....................

17,734
1L78,270
60 LU
"$~ 64

20,292
28,S11
R9r

28,806
55,866
12,923
'SY, =0
578,673
216,361
45$,5
16,84$aB18,341

-18,791
74,683

019 917
33,105
25,30
10,86

I43,538
23,62&
11,2338

22,123
138066'
29,842

12519,
25,68
27' 700
22,304
10236
91410

110, 168
427,571

34,413
A, 252
10,783
21,380

24682

28,725
11424
418,

2,716
we

9,750
27'0
1215

15,713

is,552

511 4.I.. 28
1 .. ...... ...... ......

22 ...... .. ...... ...... .. .....

18i.I.

1t
12
21s

162
40
171
5
24
2
35

ISO139
1
4

14
64

24
2

ia
.........

33
...... ..

34
4
6

I'-- 6

--213

11

66
a
as
a

....1..

......

4
3
1

..4..

......

77
1
3

......

2

1

.... ..
I

......
3

......

4

......

......,
24
3
10

......

......

......

......

67
......

2
......

......

3
......

......

-I -
- It1-

......

......

......

179

5

.... ..

1
1

20
4

1
......

''3'
10

......

2

2

2

I
......

......

......

......

11

1

... ...

......

1
10

......

......

......

51'51
2
1

... i..

6
.20

......

6
2
4

10

......

......

......

1
1
21
2

......

1
1
5
12

......

......

...... ...... ...... .7 4

...... 5 .. .... ...... 10

...... ...... . ....... ..... I

...... .. ..... .. ..... .. ..... .. .....

4

............

......

......

......

......

......

i
9

......

22

......

......

4
......
......

I......
......

..1......i

.i..
1

6

1
1
1

......

..j...

......

...
......

......:

......

......

2...
......

......

......

7 1 .....

a .....
13 1 .....
7 ......
3 4 .....
4 .....

551 163 10
2 1 .....
7 1 .....
10 2 .....
6 .....
8 3 .....
6 .....
le .........

......I. . .

2...... ......

..... .

......i......

......

......

......

......

....

......

......

''''i'
I

12. ...... .... ......

...... ...... ...... ...... .........2 1 2 2

..... ...... . ..... . ...... ......

226 1 65 5 115 39
2 ..... ...L . . . . I.. .. . .

~~~~~~~~I. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .....'''3.

2 . .... I......
...... .. ..... .. ........... .. .....

...... ........ ...... ........ ...... .... .............. ..... .. ......

...... ...... ...... ...... ...

...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . ......

*.-.-.... ... ... .... .. ............. ......---

I
.: ... : ... ::: ....i. ..:. :: 2 .. :--- ----i,

.'.': ... 2 ......

i....i,
.
, ,"i,

..................
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CITY REPOP8 FOR W ENDED JUNE 25, W901..-CoinueI.
DIPHTRIA MLi, SC FVER, AND TUBERCULOSI8-Contblued.

Diphtheria. MeLes. Set Tuber
tion Janu- deathscity. ary 1,1920-k,fm
su ActtRl.1 I
corction.cauaesa.

Illinos-Continued.
Oak Parkl..................
POIn.......................
Peoria .......... .

Rock I8sand ............
Springd .................

Indiaa:
Bloomington................
Elkhart.....................
Evansvle..................
rankfort..................

* Gur......................Hammond...............
Hunti on.................

Fayette................Ko ...A.............nt..................._egansport ...e............
Mtarion... . ....

Miabawaka...................
Ridamnd..
thB n..................SouthB

Tewr Haute..
Cedara.

.....lB111..............

MuraeMine.................n
.
t.................

kansats y....
wrene................

L avenworth...............swng.....................

8.vingt.n..................C..................

Auo ...................
....................

Lewigton .

dotnd...................

BS nRor ................
New uOrlean................

Man:
Aubn....................

Cmberland.................
MmoeIausetts.:.Adam....................

A ....................
P â ...................

lll e.... .............
A:umesbur.........

b..................
. ..................

B .... ...............
Breoine..........
Ointn................C............

39,830
12,086
76,121
35,177
5, 183

11 5W
24,277
85,26
11,585
55,378
36'004
14,000

314,19
30'067
22,486

3,747
15, 196
36,624
26 765
70,9"3
66,083
45, 56
36 162
58,727
1 46
11,207

16,0
13 452

101,177
12456.
16,912
15,06
50,22
7,128

57 121

24735
17,510:'78237,'219
16,965
14,731
31,791
60272

13,351
733,82B: 837
12,967
lo'a

18,666
19,731
10,7
3,561
748,060
10a5n1
37,748
1U,6
43,184
3B214
12,97

6

6
12

1
4
14
6

51
6

7

4104
5
13
13

5

21

is

21

186

3

0
8

10

26

3,

18

2.

185

3.
91

2

8.

10

16.
2.

4

2

.... .

1

.... .

. .....
......
......

1
2
5
5
1

.... ..

......

......

I......
....4.
'1
2

,1

5
1

3
1
1
1

1

......

. ...

3
......
......

......

......

......

.... ..

2

2

48

......

......

I

.!....

.....i....-

..............i

.....

.....

......

......

.... ..

......

......

, I
...e. ..

11

I..

....I
I...I

47

....

....

i6i5
1

....

2
..T.

I.

I'
I,

I.

I.

4

2

1

2
2

..... ..

I
I.....

......

..,....

''''.i I
2
1

2
2

..... .

.....
. ....
....i

I
....I

I...I

2

I. *. .

6

...I

8
1

...i.

...i.

31
2

.....

,.....

.....

.....

.....

......

'' ei'......
.F
.s

......

.._..
S _
..-
_

....., ; .s

_..

'';*-'i'....
._w.-.
_ * 4
_ ... .
*so@!

..
......

1
........... '-
......
......

.1'
..., ..~
.3

J4

....

2f
I

......

......

-I

.....
21

.^.;

......

......

2
......
......

......

......

......

......

......

......

......
it

......

......

......

......

;......
-!....:

* * ..

......

.......

3

....~~~~~~~~~~

......

......

......

......

1

......

......

7.
&.

I..I, ....
If .....

I I

.

..

..

....

.....

. ....

i. ...

4,i".'.

,..,.i.

....

.....

......

.....I

.:. . : :. .

. ... . :,"' .. ....

. . . . . S a

......

.....

.....

....... ......

I
......



1651 July 15, 1921.

CITY REP"OR FOR WEEK ENDED JUN- 25, 1921--Continued.
DIPHTHERIA, MSIES, SCARLET FEVER, AND TUBERCULOSIS-Continued.

D~~~na~~~~ Scarlet Tuber--pla. Total
D Measles. fever. culosis.

.,_tion ed sts
City. aryf1,190

al .0

hAwachusetts-Continued.
Dan ...................
Dedham....................

pton. .............
Everertt ...,
lull River..........
Gardner...................
Greenfield...................
averhi..............

Eolyoke ...................

Medford................
Meirose..

Nrth Adms..............

MolioraL. ...............
x ...... ..............

-B.i.......... ;....

*M M .............

... . ;.,. '.'...
Noramtn........ ;

Watertown.............

Worwim ............ .........

...... ............

int.............
h.n.Pa...r.............

8 . .................
IL...............

Iraiw d .......

.......... ..

PetHuo......

ak Sto aio..............

Kwkelbma= .:..........

r............ .

Zsg ..........- ....-r-

. ..-..-;'--...o....

E.Mrep..........
a......... .. ...,.

.....................
lF t...................

................

wad................
at lud..................
S.p&uL....................
Vlons..............

Miamseota:awsVn.
Dluth........
Hibbing..........

11,108
11,281
40,129
,485
10971

15,462
55,884
60,2os
94,270
112 479
so 148
49, m0
,038

18 204
14' 189

217
15,618
46,054
2,282
21 951
12627
19552

41v75113 045
47,876
42,529
10,874
("I
145
,56
37,137
13,025
29,915

457

1,574
179,754
11,101
19,516
36, 164

9 ,
r3

9,634
48:615
46,468
15,739
48,858
12,718
316,570
34 73

B, 2

28,944
1;0,11
118

8917

12,873

w570

143
10,252
11,686
1440

4102

737

28,G3J

1
9

24

1
16
15
16
21

8

829

is2

1018262
1

18

164
2S
0
22
9

1

2

1
3

3
8

18
38
31
4
2

145

13

9
6

8

13
2

19

16
13...

5
....i.
......

4
......

......
,.....
......
......

3
2
3
2
3

......,

......

4

.....F
2

......-

......

......
3

.... ..

......

......

.....i

1

2
64
4
9
1
2
1

......

......

......

2
.......

11.... ..

1

1

......

......

......,

2
28

1
1...iti

..........

......

......

......

......

......

3
6

......

.... ..

.... ..

.... ..
33

.... .j

.... ..

g...
......

......

......

I.... i.

29

......

......

....h..

1

1

......
.... ..

2
......

2
......
.......

''i'

Ii

i..
2

------

......

......

1..ST
..52

1
1

101
2

......

...... .. ...

...... ........ .. ............ .3.

...... ... . ......

...... ..... . ......

2. ....... ..

''7'

2

2'''i2
12
2

3
4
1
9
1
4
.1

....W

1'

2
.....
.......

.......
......a

1~
31

... ..

.......

......i

'''''i'

I
..-2

.... ....,4
a,
1

.... ..

1
3
1

.iI1
1

......

2......
......

.....

......

......

......

......

......

......

............

......

......

......

......

......

......

......
15
2~*.....

1

.i..--
i .....i

8 2
...E.. ....

.i.

..... ........329

..*.... ......

.. .....,

.... -1 11

....... I

. . .. .

30
1

.... ..

......

......

...

...... . ..... . .................. . ... . ...... . ....

2
11
7

......

......

.: ........ 1. .

. .... . .... . -,

...... ...... 3 ...... 2 ...... 4 2

.... ............... ..... .... ...... ..I.... ..... ....I......

....i. ......

......

......

...... I:1
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CMTY REPORTS -FOR WEEK ENDED- JUNE 2X,192n1-CnnluedL

DIPHTHERIA, SCARLET FBVR,' AND TURCULOSISContud.

City.

llDin...s................
GreatFa ls................
M lsh.................

Nebrawka
Unn.................
Omnah....................

Nevada:
R eon......................

New Hampshlre:iBW]In......................
Conord,....................
Dover......................
K e sue.....................
-Ma est................
Na shua...................

New ers~Parkl................
Atlantlc City...............
Bsayone....................
BelleUoe....................
lSlU.IW..................
Clifton ......................
t orang...............
El zab...................
Englewood.........
QarfieM................
lesterCity............

Harrisse&
H oboken.................
JeyCity.................
K eay...................

on...................
Morrioow................
New Br w ............
Newark.....................
P ate rson............
PerthAm boy....

Traentl............ .
Union...............
wes ob k....e.....
ws NOW Y ...........
w estOra ran.........g......

New Maximo
Alb a ny.........

Te Q. .................

Co'oes....................
GlensFalI...........
Ithaac.............

...s.............
...NYo.............

Jamestowan ...............

Nr {esioo .........

MoutVeo ...........

NewYoikR.mt......... ........
....................

Nebos...Fags...............

N da................
1 mF ..................
1......................Wea_n..........

*Ptekd .........i...........

tPulmonary tuberae s only

PDiphthera. Meases. set Tbr
Popula- Total ~~~~fever. culosis.

tionJau- deaths
ar ,1920, from
sbeto al . .- A . A .i A

caus.

15,100 8............ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......24,121 7 1....1........... 2....
12,068 2.. .1. ...... ... ...... 1
5,4 11 .... ..2.. .........2.
191,001 37 .. ..... 10 3. ...... 2
12,016 8............................
16,104 1....................
22,187 1......i... ...... .....

13,020 3......1... ...... ... ......

11,210 2...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......

834 17 8 1 3. 1. 2.
28379 7 1....4. 1 3 . ... . 4 i

12,400 4.1....... I
5692 10 2 4.. 7 1
74 754 ....... ...... ......5 ..... ..

15,660 .....1................ 1
22,019 4 1... 5.1.5..... 5 ... r

, I"
25,470 2 1...... 1 ...1.2...50710.i.... I 44... 6.9 ......
95692......5 4 9...2.3
11627 4 1.......
W19381 1 2......1. 1.
17,667 8. ..... ...... 3....1..

..

15,721 .... ..... .... 4 . 5.1.. 568,166 15 6 22 .. 3 1
28480 .....6.3... ... .S.......

29,864 ....' 13. 17. 10. 11.
26724 4 .1...I....1.... .. ".

12548 9......2 1 .
92,779 0 4 . .... -. . .2
414,216 107 14 1 73 . 2.93326 6. ..1.. ... . .... ....

63,24 1 1. ..........
158..... 9 -01 13 1.:::::
1,707 6 -1 1i 1 3. ......

168,923 4.......... ...

10,174 14 ..........119,20 28 9 18 4 6. i20,651 . 2...
40068 ...... ... v .... ..... .....v .....v.t ....

2i90,ON 4r 1 . 3.. ..15,573 1..... 2 1....1 ,2 I..

15,17 12. ..... .... ..... .... ...... 4' 6

13,344. . . 7 2 . ...

648014o 6...........1....6...
804775 100 38 5 3 5..... 24 21 12

22,W7 4.. *1648 2...... ..... ...... ...... ...... .....

14,638 4.*@@ -e ws*-* ee@vw -¢@
170 7...3 ..1 :::: .i:: *-
38,917 1,3 1 1 8 .... . . ...... 1i
17,91 2 1i 1.... 3....21, 08 7 2 ...... ......

4207 i '. .. .. 1
7. 6 ,

5,621151 1,147 340 21. 185 4 209 6
7800 1 6 .. .-.. 6..

4M 3....[.1
1460 5....1............. .......

SOB
35,00 10... .

. 3 .
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CMY RU'OMf FOR WEE MEE lUNE, 25, 121.-Uontiuued.
DI RRDIA, UN81~S CA3L49T INVU ANDt TUUERCULOSIS-Centiuaed

Dptei.Measles. Scarlet Tuber-
P unla- Total Dhtei,fever. culosis.

tion-[anu- deaths ___
City. ary Im9O from . I,

Subj to allu
correction.canses.

co
0 0 co G

New York-Continued.
Rohehstw ...........295,750 47 27 1 2 ....12..... 111
Usiae.............28,341 .... . ....4........... 1
SartogsSprlnps.......13,181 3 ...... ...... ..1. 1.....
Slneescy .........88,723 17 4 1 6........... 1

171,717 39 5 1 24 .... 2 .. 3.3?Y.WWJM 27.1......1
Watervilet,..........16,07 5 ........................M
'WhitePlis&m......... 21,031 7..........1I..........
Yonkers .100........ II2261 1s 1..... S......1...

North Carolinaw
Charlotte..,... --- ... 48,338 18... ........... 1I......~ 2
Durham ...........21,719. 5....... I.... ...... ......

Oteensboro ......... 19,861 10 ......... ...... ...... ......

Raleigh' ............24,418 19... ... 2... ......1.I...
Rocky Mount.........12,742 7 ............................

Salisbury 13,884~~QK7 -------... ............--.-...... 1

Wbstoa-Salem....~~~ 48,39512 1.. 0 3
Northk Dakoate1

F640....: . ~~~~~~21961 .-2 ... ......1. ... .. ..

- (keatiPorka ..... 14,0. .IO............ !....

AkronL.238,.........M~435. 25 1.... 4....3....7
* RarI~~~~srton .~ 18,81 2.-..... .....

10,425. .....~~L..I.. ......- 37~~W,01 to 4 .$ Ia,
C1uulnnatL.............. 401,247 121 8..14 .....1.20 14
aam.. ........7196,831. 25..45 4...........

Colnmhus..............*237,031 59 5............ 5..I. -3-.5
Ceshocan ...........10,847 ....1.I ...... ................

Onyogaali .. 10,208 4 ...1.... I ..........

Dajtan ..... .152,59 31 ....... I....2 I...~1
EasClaelad..27,292- 4 r..1.........

Jlndky....... ..~~~ 17,021 5........... . ........ .. 2...
FleoMot......... 12,46 3..

.......... 391,675 9 . . .2.... .

4173 89 1 . ... .....26,718 ....................1.3,09 1.6I.......
An. 3 ...... ..I....

.............. 132,35 28 14l . f3
.........2..0,56..9........ ...9..... ..

OklahmaCiy 3.......9.1,2586 5 4.. ............... 2.......

Crnso. .29, 407 15 1.. 6 1...1I...

Pawtucket.... 642,218 14. 1 .....I

Providence . . 2Ol7,595 257 4 ........ 1... I.2.. -2 ...

South Cardnia:I
Cmnlsbton.............. 67,957 .21....6.......3.....

South CDkina:

SiouxFals........ 25,176 5 1.... 2.......

118,342' 41 ii 12...1511:
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CITY REPORTS FOR WEEK ENDED JUNE 25, 1921-Continued.
DIPHTHERIA, MEASLES; SCARLET FEVER, AND TUBERCULOSIS-Continued.

Diphtheria. Measles. Scarlet Tuber-
Popula- Total fever. culosis.

lioni Janist- deaths
City. ary 1, 1920, from

subjet to all 4A. . A .
corcn auises. Cs

Texas:
Austin ......................
Beaumont.................
Corptis Christi...............
Dallas.......................
El Paso.....................
Fort Worth.................
Galve9ton...................
Port Arthur.................
Waco.......................

Utah:
Salt Lake City..............

Vermont:
Burlington..................
Ruttland....................

Virginia:
Danville....................
Lynchburg..................
Norfolkl.....................
Petersburg..................
Portsmouth.................
Richmond..................
Roanoke....................

Washington:
Bellingham.................
Everett.....................
Seattle......................
Spokane....................
Tacoma.....................
Yakima.....................

West Virgiinia:
Charleston..................
Huntington.................
Martinsburg.................
Moundsville.................
Parkersburg.................
Wheeling...................

Wisconsin:
Appleton....................
Beolit.......................
Eau Claire..................
Fond du Lac................
Green Bay..................
Janesville...................
Kenosha....................
La Crosse...................
Madison.....................
Milwaukoe..................
Oshkosh....................
Racine......................
Sheboygan................
Superor.....................
Wausaul.....................

Wyoming:
Cheyenne...................

34,876
40,42
10, 522

158.976
77.543

106, 482
4, 255
22,251
38,500
118 110

22,779
14,954
21.539
29,956
11, 777
31,002
4, 387

171 667
50,842
25,570
27, 644
31, 652
104, 437
96,965
18,539

39,608
50, 177
12, 515
10 669
20,050
54,322

19,561
21,284
20, 80
23,427
31,017
1X, 293
40,472
30,363
38,378

457, 147
33,162
5, 593
30,95
39,624
18,661

13,829

4
15
2

21
38

.........
11
9
4

16

4
3

7
10

........

14
18
58
9

........

...... ..

........

........

13
25

4
11

...... ...

...... ..

5
4
4

...... ..

.........

10
........

........
6

3
......
......

,,,,,,1

3
......

......

......

11

2
......

2
......

....j..1

......

3
2

......

1{
2
1

3
1
3

......

12

1

......

.....I

......

......

......

......

......

......

...... .... ....

1..

15.I.

4 1
1.

1.

......

......

... ..

3
2

......

......

2 ......

4
19
1
1

1

26
3
6

......'

8

1

......

......

.... ..
1

......

.... ..
1

1

......

......

......

3
.......

......

I......

1......

1]
11

,......

,17

21....-

2

......

......

......

'''4
i

1

4

.1... I .

1

I

2

1

3

21Il3
...... .. . .. .

..

1-v Z w ** 'j'-

4 4
8..1 12
21 I i.

I11.....3
1 ~~~1
''''1---I'''

......

......

......
10

.''i
I

......

2

......

............
1
1
9

......
5

......

......

......

......

......

......

.
.....

.
.....
.
.....

-..
.. ..

.. ..



FOREIGN AND INSULAR.

PLAGUE ON VESSEL.

Steamst i "Klshteev"-At Chefoo, Chna.'

On- May 2, 1921, the Russian Fleet steamiship Kishenev from
Vladivostok, Siberia, arrived at Chefoo, China, with a history of a
fatal case of plague occurring en route and with a second case of
plague on board. The vessel was sent to quarantine at Kentucky
Island, where 10 deaths occurred on board. On May 5, 1921, 108
contacts escaped on shore and were reported, May 13, as still at
large. To May 6, 1921, 16 deaths were reported as having occurred
on the vessel and the island.

BRAZIL

Plaue-Marahao.

A fatal case of plague was reported at Maranhao, Brazil, June 28,
1q21. On the same date the finding of many dead rats was reported.

INDO-CHINA
Cholea-Pie-Smallpox-Januay, 1921.

Duri the month of January, 1921, cholera, plague, and smallpox
were reported in Indo-China as follows:

Ckhzlra.-Cases, 80; deaths7 15, as against 178 cases with 119 deaths
in December, 1920, and 40 cases with 24 deaths in January, 1920.
The occiurrence was reported in the Provinces of Anam, Cambodia,
Cochin-China, and Tonkin.

Plague.-Cases, 57; deaths, 51. The occurrence was reported in
the Provinces of Anam, Cambodia, and Cochin-China.
Smallpox.-Cases, 102; deaths, 15, as agaihst 78 cases with 37

deaths during December, 1920, and 387 cases with 101 deaths during
the month of January, 1920. The occurrence was reported in the
Provinces of Anam, Cambodia, Cochin-China, and Tonkin.

Inflenza-January, 1921.

Durng the month of January, 1921, 63 cases of influenza with 10
deaths were reported i Indo-China as against 131 cases with 5
deaths in January, 1920. The occurrence was reported in the
Provinces ofAnam and Tonkin. No cases were reported in December,
1920.
Iublic Health Reports, July 1, 92, p. 3.

53200-21-'---6 (165)



MEXICO.

Yellow Fever-Alamo, State of Vera Cruz.

An outbreak of yellow fever, wnth 10 cases, was reported at Alamo,
State of Vera Cruz, Mexico, during the month of June, 1921.

Further Rete toYlwer-Vera Crz.'

Information received under date of July 1, 1921, shows that the
four cases of yellow fever reported at Vera Cruz occurred in-soldiers,
who arrived June 25, 1921, from Cosamaloapaim, via Tierra Blanca,
State of Vera Cruz. One of the cases terminated fatally 12 hours
after arrivaL The patients were stated to be natives of ih alti,
tudes and to have been im garrison at Cosamaloapam one month.

PAXAMA.
Smallpox-January 1-June 10, 1921.

The occurrence of smallpox in Panama, Colon, and the Canal Zone
during the period January 1 to June 10, 1921, has been reported as
follows: Panama, 47 cases; Colon, 111 cases; Canal Zone, 2 cases;
nonresidents, 32 cases; total, 192 cases, The distribution f cases by
months was as follows: January, 50; February, 66; March, 21; April,
39; May, 15; June 1-10, 1.

PORTO RICO.

Pbaue-Infeeted Rat-Sautree.

During the week ended June 25, 1921, the finding of a plague-
infected rat was reported at Santurce, Porto Rico, making a total of
87 -cases of rodent plague reported in Porto Rico from the beginng
of the outbreak. The total number of human cases of plague re-
ported is 25. The last reported case tcrminated fatally June 22, 1921.

UUMANIA.
Typhn Fever-March-April, 1921.

Typhus fever has been reported in R lmania as follows; Month of
March, 1921, 80 cases occurring in the district of Orhei; month of
April, 1921, 107 cases with 10 deaths occurring in the district of Hotin.

RUSSIA.
Typhus Fever-Esthonla-AprIJ 1921.

During the month of April, 1921, 57 cases of typhus fever were
reported in the Province of Esthonis, Russia.

IPublic HethR(.poru, suIy 8,192o, p. 1585.
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COi PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYPH FEVER, AND YELLOW FEVER.

Reports Received During Week Ended July 15, 1921.1

CHOLERA.

Place. Date. Caes. Deaths. Remarks.

Indi
' '' '' ' *a ...i50 i38* Mar. 13-19, 1921: Deaths, 1,744.Cala.............. . May 15-21..

In dodhin a ......................................... .... .............. San. 1-1,1921: Cases 80; deaths,
Provinces- 15.

Anam...... .. Jan. 1-31.......... 42 .......... In January, 1920:' No cas.
Cam bodia....................do 8 2 January, 192D. Cases, 27; deaths,
Cochin-China ........ ..... do. 18 9 January, 1920: Cases, 13, deaths,

- . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~10.
Tonkin ...d..... .o d 12 4 January, 1920: No cas.

Slain:
Bangkok .Apr. 24-May 7 4 1

PLAGUE.

Brazil:
Mranh.ao ........... June 28............1 1

Briish East Africa:
Kony- Colony-..Ke o... ..........

Apr. 24-May 1

.... ........ ...........

Present.
Ecuador:

Ouayaquil. ..... y 1-31 ..... 9 1
Eg"t ... ....... .......... .......... ..... Jan. 1-June 2, 1921: Cases, 142;

Citles- deths, 68.
Alexandria......... May 27-June 1.... 6 1
S8ies......SMay28-June2 .... 1 1

Provinces-
Assiout ...MMay 27...........1 ...

Gharbieh .... June 2 ....1
Minish ..... May 28 ...1

India... ................... .............M........ ................... 3ay 8-14, 1921: Cases, 450;
Calcutta .... *.- - .-- .-.-...lMay 15-21 .......7 7 deaths, 360.X .M..§l3ay 22-28. 2 1

Indo-China. .................... .................... . ..... Jan. 1-31, 1921: Cases, 67; deaths,
5L

8bm: J'''
Bangkok..... Apr. 24-30.......... 1 1

Strits Settlements:
Sigappore .......... May 8-14 ......... 1 1

On vesl:;
.. 8lshenev............May 2 ........... At Chefoo, China. Plague death

en route. Vese sent to quar-
antine, Kentucky Iland. To
May 6, a total of 16 deaths
was reported. (Public Health
Report, July 1, 1921, p. 1534.)

SMALLPOX.

Algeria:
Algrs.....................

British East Afica:
KenyaCony-

Zazbar................
Canada

Nova Scotia-
Sydney................

Ontaro-
Lndon.........
Ottawa............
Toronto...........

Sakachean-
Moose Jaw .............

toon... .........
Chas:

Ant g ...............
MjIliones................

May 1-31........

May 8-14..........

June 12-8..
Juno 19-25........
June 19-25........
.....do.

...........

June 21-27........

May 30-June 5. ..
..... ..do

2 1..........

12

1

1
13
1

1
1

55

4

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

is
..........

Origin India.

Present. Also at Interior nitrto
plants.

hi tng
.......

May2......... ....
IlPomF mdica oBce-s of the Publi He3lth Servioe, AmedrLin csuIs, and other source
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CNOLRA, PLAGUU SMALLPXt' rYPHUS FEVR AID YELOW

FBVER-Cwiftnue&
1Repot Received Duing Week Ende July 1, 192t-Continued.

S 0ALOX-Continuect

__ - - lDat Remark_ _

Santa MarIe...............
Cub&

Antilla...............
Matauna.............
aua..................

Ecuador:
Guayqui.................

France:
Rouen.....................

Germany....................

Haiti:
Cape Haitlen...............

India ........................
Calcutta...................

Indo-China....................
Provinces-
Anam.
Camboia........

Jane 12-18.

Jue 12-25..
J ln 12-18.....

1-20..

)by 141..........

May 1-29.........
,....................

June 12-18..

..................ar. 15-21.....

Jan 1-31...........
...do..

Cochin-China...............do.
Tokn.....................do.......... ....

Italy:

Catania ...........'..

Palermo..................
Japan:

Nagasaki...................
Java:

West Jav-
Krawang..............

Clhbm ...............
Vera Cruz...............

Panama....................
Canal Zone.............
Co:on......................
Panama...................

Portugal:
Libn.....................

Poqu"eseyAst Arkla:
LeswAco Msw s......

Baummala:

Disbiot-
HOUR..........
Orhe..................

Ilassila:
Province-

Esthonia...............
Spain:

Barcelona..................
Ma!aga ........Switzer:and:
Zurich.....................

Tunis:

Union of South Africa:
Cape Province.............
Natal ....

Orange Free State.... .

9 .........
1 1
10 .I

.........

..::... ....

32

........

35
21

19.
27

.........

........ .

6
I.,._...W..

........i

n
..........

i.
L

I

Present.

Apr. 24-May 13 1921: Cas, 8

Additional, pr. 17-May 7,
1921: Cas, 57; deaths, 7.

Mar. 13-19, 1921: Deaths, 587.

Jan. 1-34 ML Cases,3: d s,

15.

January, 1920:Cases, 18;deaths,3.
January, 1920: Ca, s 18; deaths,

54.

January, 19: Cases, 8;deaths 1.
January, 192k: Cases, 22; dts

43.

.......... ------ j ........ j. ..........Pro:June 13, 19l1 Cases,
May 18-31 o12.

May 28-June 5....

May 13-19.........

Tune 5-11.........
June 13-19.

May 8-21..........
Apr..do............
,.a...do. ...........

Apr.1-0

May 12-June .

MBy 1-31..........

May 22-28.........

June 4-10..........

Apr. 24-May 7....
....do.... .

.....do.

4

9

111

47

1

I

.........

..........

..........

..........

40I2 ..........

B

5

..........

11
34

I

Jan. I-June 10 1921: Cases, 14
of which B were In non-
resints.

........ .. ........ utbreaks.

....... .......... Do.......... .......... Do.

T!PHUS FTU.

Algeria:
Algiers ........ . May 1-31.......... soOran. ' ''.June 1-10 12 10

China:
JHankoow...... . May22-28....... 2

Egjpt:
Alcx andr.a. May 28-June 3 55

CairM r. 28-Apr. 1.... 12 5

........I.. .. .. ....

........ -22

6 ..........
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CROLA, PLAG , SMAUL X, TYPHUS FEVR AND YELLOW
FEER-Citinued.

Reports Recelved During Week Ended July 15, 1921-Continued.
TYPHUS FEVER-Continued.

PLace. Date. Cases. Deaths. R3marku.

e ra n y . Ap ............................................................ Apr. 21-May 7,1921: Cases, 6.
Japan:

Nagasaki a. may -June 5.... 7 2
J u g o s la v ia . J. F. .................... ............ ....... ... .......... ..... Jan. tFeb. , I=: Cses,3g

un rade..... may 1-14.......... 6........ deaths, 8.

Naotin .. Apr. 1-30.......... 107 10
Orhei ..Mar. 1-31.......... ..80.

Russia:
Province-

Esthonia .. Apr. 1-30 .......... 57...
Syria:

Berut ..... May 20-30.....1.......... I

Constantinople .............. May 29-June 4.... 2.
Union ofSat Afrca:

Cae ProVine.Apr. 24-May 14. Outbreaks.
Orange Jh. State.......... .....do .......... Do.

YELLOW FEVER.

Mexico:
Alamo .. June 1-30 ......... 10. State of Vera Cruz.

Reports Received from July 2 to 8, 1921.1
CHOLEA.

Place. Date. Cases. DDeaths. Remarks.

India......I.................... ................... ....... .......... Mar. 8-12, 1921: Deat , 1,9(2.
Bombay ...... May 1-7.......... I 1
Calcutta. t May 8-14.75 66
Madras.. May 1.-21 . 1 ,.I.
Rangoon .Apr. 24-May 7. 11

PLAGUE.

Ceylon:
Colombo..................

China
Manchuria-

Harbin.................
Egypiti .....................

Alexandria.............
Suez ...................

Provinces-
Assiout.................

India. .......

Calcutta....................
Karachi...........
Rangoon...........

Mexico:
Tampico...................

may 844.......... 1

May 3-16.. .
............ ....... . .

May 21-27.........
May 20-25........

May 24-25.........
........... .-. .

May 1-7...........
My -2L.........
.....do.
Apr. 24-May 7....
Jun 11-20........

1
2

7

7

22

25

1

..........

..........

1
2

5
...........

54
7
7
23

Jan. -M a 26, 1M: Ca , 32;

May 1-7, 1921: Casos, 494; deaths,
387.

.......... Lat case, June 18, 1921. Total
from Jan. 1 to lune 18, 1921:
Cases: 145.

I From medical offier of the Public Health Service American ocssuls,and other sour;es. For rqeorts
aeceived from Jan. 1 to July 1 1921 see Public Healt Reports for July 1, 1921. The tables of cpldeme
disease ar teminated sm nnualy and new tables begun.
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CHOLERA, PLAGUE, SMALLPOX, TYP US FEER,- AND YTLLOW
FEVE-C6nIisie.

Reports Received from July 2 to 8, 1921-Continued.
PLAGUE-Continued.

Plac. Date. Cases. Deaths.| Remarks.

Peru........................... .................... .................. Mar. 1-31, 1921: Cases, 76; deaths,
444. Apr. 1-30, 1921: Caes, 43;

Aripa . ..Mar. 1-31 .......... 2 At Mollendo.
Cal}ao...... .....do ......... 7 1 At Callao.
Lambayeque ............do ......... 2 1 At Chiclayo.
Uibertad... .... .....do ......... 12 7 In5 localities.

JIma ...... .....do .......... 32 16 At Lima it 20 ca, 13 deats.
Piura . .. :.do .21 19 At Payta, irand SlIana.
Aneachs.... Apr.al-30.4 1 At Huarmey.
Arequipa ........... . do......... 3 a At Mollendo.
Caliao .. Apr. 1-30 ......... 8. ... At Callao.
Lambayeque....... .........do .......... 1 1 At Chiayo.
Libertad .............. .....do ......... 16 5 In 5 localities.
Ima ................... . do...... 8 3 In Lima cit, 3 cases, 2 deths.

Pium .............. .....do ...... 5 7 At Payta, ullana, and Talar
On vesseL:

s. s. Oreland .............. .................... ....... ........... At Geno', Italy, June 12, 19I1,
from 14 Pata Argentina.
Two fatal cases pagu In crew
en route.

SMALLPOX

Adsi Minoc
smmvrn....................

Melbourne.................
Bolivia:

Lla Paz.....................

Alberta--

Bri:tishCoumbia,
Vancouver.............

Manitoba--
Winnipeg..............

New Brunswick-
WesmrcadCounty.

Nova Scotia-
Sydney................

Ontario-
Hamilton........

in p....... .......

Toronto ....... .
Sakthwan-

8yne.........a.......
A ntoagrita

China: .
Amoy............
Cantoa................
Chung g...............
Foochow.................
Hankow................
Manchuria-

airen ...

Ns s.. . ............
hta...............

Taoing...................

Colonmbia:
Santa MLrta...............

Cuba:
Antil....................

Finand.uDa9o,.................
Tsingw....................

May 22-28.........

Apr. 9-23..........

Apr. 1-0...

May -14..........

May 15-31.........

May 26-June 18. ..

May 28-June 11 ...

May 28-June 18...

June 5-11..........
.....do.

June 12-18..
June 5-11..........
.....do.
June 12-18........ -do.
...do.

June 5-11..........
June 7-13..........

May 16-29.........
May 8-14..........
A_pr. 130..........
May 1-14..........
May 8-14..........
May 15-21.........
ay 9-22..........
M 8-21..........
May 8-14..........
ay 15..........

Jun 5-11..........
.....do.

Mar. 19-25.
May 1-1l..........

1

4

5

1

6

3

5

........

I

3
1
1
1
8
4

2
2

91

........

........

.............. i.

18

1

........
7

1
1

..........

1

4

1

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

..........

On the s. s. Nichola.

Mild epidemic.

At two localities in vicinity, 2
cases.

Present.
Present.

Prosent.
Mission hostal

Preent.
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CHOLRtA, PLAGUE, -SMALLPOXt TYPHUS. FEVER, AND YELLOW
FBVER-Coutinued.

Repot Reweved bm Ju 2 to 8, 1921-Continued.
8MALLPOX--Contlnued.

______________ _I Date. Cases Deaths. Remarks. -

Plaoe. Date. Cases. Doaths . Remar.

aUti:
Cape Haltien...............

India:
Bombay....................
Calcutta....................
Madms ....................
Rangoon ........,.

Japn:
Kobe.......................

Java:
West lava-

Bultenzrg.............
Krawang...............

bL................
Mexico:

Chihuahua.................
Mexico City ............

Panama:
Colo ..... .

Poland.....
Bialystok .....
Cracovia....................
Kielce......................
Leopol.....................
Lodz.......................
Lublin..

Silesia...;.................
etansw dw................
TarnopdL...................
Warsaw....................

Warsaw city...........
Spai:

Tarragona..................
Valenda....................

Syria:
Aloppo.....................
Beirut......................

Tunis:
Tunis......................

May 29-June 11...
May 1-7...........
May 8-21........
....do.............
Apr. 24-May7.
May 2430.........

Apr. 29-May 5.
..... .d o.

.......

May 23-29.........
M 15-21.........
May 18-24.........
...................
Mar. 1-Apr. 20....
.....do.
.....do.
.....do...
.....do.

.
.. do ....
....do
....do

. o......
....do.,,.do.
. ., do.....

May 22-28........
Apr. 9-16..........
May 10-20.........
May 39-June 5....

142
32
5

11
10
1

10
2
3

2
...... ..

56
19
-52
72
397
26
10
30
156
36
0

,.......
1~

. . . . . . . .

20a
4
2

..........

2
........ ..

1
..........

..........

..........-

........ ..

26
16
9
30
2

.........

31
4
13

I

IncludingFederalmuniclpalltiu.

Mar. l-Apr. 30,1921: Cases, 1,117;
deaths, 142.

In Teachen.

Present.

TYPHUS FliVZL

Algeria:
Oran.......................

Bolivia:
La Paz.....................

Egypt:
Alexandria................
Cairo.......................

Finland........................
Germany.......................

Great Britain:
Dublin....................

Mexico:
Mexico City................

Poland.........................
District-

Bialystok .........
Cracovia........
Kielce..................
Leopol.................
Lodz...................
Lublin.................
Posen..................
Slesia.................
Stanislawow...........
Tarnopol...............
Warsaw...............

Warsaw city.

May 22-31.........

Apr. 1-30.........

May 21-27.........
Mar. 19-25.........
May 1-15..........
....................

May 29-June 4....

May 15-2L........
....................

MIar. I-Apr. 30....
.....do
.... do............
.....do
..... .do.

..... .do.

.....do.

..... .do.

.....do

......do.

..... .do.

..... .do.

10

32

1
9
5

........

1

........

853
603
848

2,503
521

1,446
77
26

1,557
1,855
972
223

8

39
2
4

..........

..........

..........

..........

45

62
277

53
83
5

...........

194
61
29

Bi ay 1-7, 1921: Cases, 3. Addi-
tiocial for previous week, 3
c4se3.

Mar. 1-Apr. 30, 1921: Cases,
11, 489; deaths, 1,131.

In Te3choa.

~~~~
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CHIOLERItA, PLAGUK SMALLO TNPDU8, R ADY Y LOW
-- - ~~FEYERCotine

Reports Received fromJu 2*. 8, 1*P-7-COni"Ue
TPFNUS _1UENCn*nw.

Place.
Date. Caes. Des. Remak.

Russa:
Siberia-
Vladirostod............ .do 4 1

Turkey
Constantinople ......... *y2282L........ 5..........

Union of South Africa.
Cape Province-

Cape Town...... May 13-19 ........ 10 3 At native cantonmentin viekr
. . s~~~~ ~~~~~ity., g.

YifLOW FEV.

Mexico.,j
Vemr Crus ................. Jlune 13-27 ........ .......

Peru ............................................... ........a....... Nr. 1-1, 12: Cases, deaths,
Departments- 25.

Lambayeque- A,pr. 1-30,1921: Ca, 100 de,
Chlao .... M.1-31.....0 10 32. In 13 localitis.
Chonglape ...... .....do......... 22
Ferrnafe. do....1..... . d-
Lambayeque do .... 15
Monseu . do ... 18 4
Motue ... .....do ... 1 1
Pomalca. do ... 5 1
Villa Eten..........do ...... 51

CslaLo-
Callao.. Apr. 1-30 ... 1......... At quaranti . Fom

Lambayeque Chleao.
Chclayo.. do. 2 5
Chongollape . .. . ..........do........101
Jayanua ................do ......... 52
Lambayeque .............do ......... 52
Mlonsefu... . .....do ....... 5
Mfotupe ............do ........... 45 11Olme .do.2 4
Villa Eten .... ......
Zana ........... . do......... 1.

Libertad-
Guadalupe ..... .....do ......... 2.
Pueblo Nuevo ..... .....do ........ 11
Trujo ........ . do ........ I Count.

'X


